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Abstract
As the CMOS transistor scaling is approaching its physical limits, the semiconductor industry is 
forced to seek an alternative approach to conventional methods of device manufacturing. One of the 
key requirements, Avhich sets the performance characteristics of p-channel MOSFET device is the 
fabrication of p-type source and drain extension regions. These regions are required to be as shallow 
as possible whilst containing the maximum number of electrically active dopant atoms. The current 
methods o f achieving this include pre-amorphisation implantation (PAI) which is used to disorder 
the crystal structure in the near surface region, typically with germanium ions, followed by low 
energy boron implant. The amorphous region is then transformed into a near perfect crystal, via solid 
phase epitaxial re-grovyth process (SPER). As a result, boron becomes substitutionally incorporated 
into the lattice.
The problem associated with this approach is the fact that, after SPER, excess silicon interstitials, 
generated as a result o f amorphisation remain in material just below the former 
amorphous/crystalline interface and condense into clusters. These clusters transform into End of 
Range (EOR) defects. The EOR defect dissolve during subsequent annealing releasing silicon 
interstitials which migrate into the bulk of the material and towards the surface, interacting vyith 
boron atoms which leads to Transient Enhanced Diffusion (TED) and formation of Boron-Interstitial 
Clusters (BICs). These interactions result in increased junction depth and reduction in electrically 
active dopant respectively, where any remaining defects can act as conduction paths through the 
junction which retards transistor performance. In order to overcome these problems novel 
approaches to materials and doping species are currently being researched.
This dissertation examines the use o f alternatives to monomer boron implants into bulk silicon. It is 
demonstrated that detrimental effects of using PAI can be avoided by using self amorphising BF2 
implant, where the presence of fluorine prevents the silicon interstitials from reaching the boron 
profile. The self-amorphising molecular B 18H2 2  implant, which allows eliminating the PAI step, 
shows high electrical activation and thermal stability. Implants into Silicon-Germanium (SiGe) 
compound substrate show improvements in terms of diffusion. The compressive stress present in 
SiGe promotes higher electrical activation. Optimisation of the use of SiGe substrate in conjunction 
with B 18H22 implants can prove to be a viable choice for fabrication o f future devices.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The invention of the first semiconductor diode in 1901 by J.C. Bose and subsequent first 
solid state electronics patent in 1904 [1] lead to the invention of the first transistor by W.Brattain, J. 
Bardeen and W. Shockley in 1947 [2], (Figure 1). However, it was not until the invention of the 
process of ion implantation, in 1951 by Russell Ohl [3] that our current day-to-day electronic 
attributes such as mobile phones, computers and internet have become possible.
The continued expansion of the solid state electronics 
industry was made possible by the invention of the 
Integrated Circuit (IC) in 1959 by Jack Kilby after it 
occurred to him that in addition to the transistor all parts 
of the circuit could be constructed in one piece of 
semiconductor [4]. However, it was not until 1960’s that 
the essential requirement for integrated circuits (IC’s) (use 
of planar devices, inclusion of electrical isolation between 
devices and on-chip interconnects) became a reality and 
in 1963 graduate student Fred Wanlass supervised by 
Tom Sah invented the CMOS transistor [5].
Figure 1 the first bipolar junction transistor, Bell 
labs 1947
In 1965 Gordon Moore made an observation that the number of devices doubled on the same chip 
area roughly every two years [6]. He made a prediction that this trend would continue for the next 10 
years. This trend still holds today and is known as “Moore’s Law” (Figure 2).
In the early stages, the growth of the semiconductor industry was entirely dependent on the U.S. 
government funding. The cost o f IC production was too expensive so the sales compared to the 
discrete components amounted to less than 5% in 1970.
The innovations that followed over the next five years allowed for low cost reliable IC 
manufacturing using ion implantation, and from 1975 to 1980 sales of IC’s completely overtook 
discrete semiconductor components and still dominate the market today.
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Figure 2 Moore’s Law graph [7]
In consumer electronics it is the cost of production that determines commercial success. The increase 
in the number of transistors per unit area reduces the cost per device. Therefore, to keep up with 
Moore’s Law [7], an International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) was established 
[8]. This organisation sets out parameters required for device scaling which are necessary to 
continue the Moore’s Law trend. This includes constraints and requirements for one of the most 
important devices used in electronics, the CMOS transistor.
The Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) is a device used as an amplifier 
or a switch in logic circuits. It can be made in two types, nMOS and pMOS, which are constructed 
using n-type or p-type semiconductor material respectively. The complementary Metal Oxide 
Semiconductor (CMOS) transistor exploits the duality present between nMOS and pMOS transistors 
to construct logic gates of a chip (Figure 3).
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C-MOS Transistor input ( V-)
nMOS
drain drain
Figure 3 CMOS transistor schematic
The common digital design of logic functions using CMOS utilises complementary and symmetrical 
pairs of n-type and p-type Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs). The 
output of the CMOS transistor is either ground or voltage source, where the input of NMOS and 
PMOS transistors is either from ground and voltage source or from another NMOS and PMOS 
transistors respectively. This configuration is achieved by introducing p-type and n-type dopant 
species into specific regions of the device as shown in Figure 3. Ion implantation is the typical 
fabrication method used in CMOS transistor technology.
1.2 Motivation
This dissertation is motivated by continued device downscaling. One of the key requirements is the 
fabrication of highly activated and ultra-shallow junctions in the region of source/drain extensions 
(SDE) of PMOS transistor. These regions provide a solution for reducing the undesirable short 
channel effects, which arise as a result o f device scaling and retard device performance.
B is the preferred dopant species for fabrication of p-type USJ’s due to its high solid solubility in 
silicon. In order to meet the high doping requirements for SDE the largest possible percentage of 
implanted B atoms must be electrically active and therefore occupy substitutional sites. The 
metallurgical junction, which is the point where concentration of B atoms is equal to the 
concentration of the background n-type doping, is required to be located within close proximity to 
the surface, typically 10-20nm.
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Silicon interstitials generated as a result o f ion implantation enhance normal B diffusion during 
subsequent annealing which can increase the junction depth as well as participate in clustering which 
reduces the amount o f active dopant. These effects will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
1.3 Objectives
The objective o f this work is to compare the B activation/deactivation characteristics between 
silicon, silicon-on-insulator and silicon-germanium substrates using single ion and molecular 
implants.
1.4 Novelty
The work presented in this dissertation provides a comparative overview of B electrical behaviour in 
silicon, silicon-on-insulator and silicon-germanium substrates in a form of monomer and molecular 
implant species. The effect of self-amorphisation o f molecular species is investigated as well as the 
presence o f additional elements, namely fluorine. The effect o f compressive strain on B deactivation 
and diffusion is also studied.
17
Chapter 2 Literature Survey
This chapter provides an overview of the scientific literature which highlights the key aspects of 
improving the electrical characteristics of B doped silicon layers. The relevant publications provide 
an insight into theory and complex mechanisms involved in B doping, electrical activation and 
diffusion. The main challenges and possible solutions of the continued device down scaling are 
reviewed. The later part of this work is focused on alternatives to conventional methods of 
source/drain extensions manufacturing namely molecular implants and different substrates.
2.1 Device Scaling
The term “technology node” was introduced by the ITRS in an attempt to provide a single, simple 
indicator of the overall industry progress in integrated circuit (IC) feature scaling [8]. It is referred to 
as the smallest feature of the IC that can be manufactured and is approximated by “half-pitch” width 
(Figure 4). The pitch is the distance between metallization lanes, of a Dynamic Random Access 
Memory (DRAM) and the half-pitch is half of this value. The current technology node is 32nm and 
by 2011 this is expected to reach 22nm.
I ——I —  Pitch  .......   -  -  4
I — —— H alf-p itch  #
Drain Source
Figure 4 Schematic example o f half pitch width o f a transistor
The operational frequency and power consumption parameters of the CMOS transistor improve, as 
the size of the device is reduced, allowing a higher packing density per unit area. The scaling is 
accomplished using higher resolution photolithography, which has been continually improving. The 
photolithography is still the preferred technique, which now use shorter wavelengths, as the industry 
has now bypassed the physical limits of using visible light and moved into ultra-violet part of the 
spectrum.
The key requirement for further p-channel MOSFET scaling is the fabrication of highly active p-type 
source/drain extension (SDE) regions (Figure 5). These regions are essential in overcoming the 
“short channel effects” (SCE), which arise when a device is scaled to a point where the channel 
length is of the same order of magnitude as the depletion-layer widths of the source and drain 
junctions [9]. The source and drain extension regions are used to create a concentration gradient
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between the source/drain and the channel regions of the device in order to reduce the maximum 
electric field. An extensive electric field can lead to current flow when device is in the off-mode due 
to vertical and horizontal spreading of electric field at the drain which can pull carriers from the 
source. The gate voltage becomes lower than threshold voltage resulting in poor device operation. 
The reduction of electric field reduces a phenomenon called “hot electrons”. These are caused by 
high lateral electric fields through impact ionisation by energetic carriers which can impact the 
silicon atoms near the drain creating ionisation. This can degrade the reliability of the device by 
causing changes in threshold voltage under long term device operation [10].
iulator
Source (P-ivpe) D n n ii  (P-ivpe)
Soiircc/Drain 
Exk'iisions (P“)
Figure 5 Schematic o f P-channel MOSFET
These extension regions are required to be as abrupt and as shallow as possible with the highest 
activation possible in order to minimise series resistance and enhance carrier injection into the 
channel. Table 1 provides a summary of the requirements for these for these ultra-shallow junctions 
(USJ’s) in terms of sheet resistance and junction depth as set out by the 1TRS[11].
Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Gate Length (nm) 23 20 18 16 14
Drain Extension Xj (nm) 7.5 7 6.5 5.8 4.5
Maximum Drain Extension Rs (ohms/sq) (PMOS) 1480 1354 1300 1096 1186
Table 1 ITRS requirements for USJ’s [11]
The SDE are fabricated using the lowest implant energy compared to any other CMOS processing 
step. When the implant energy is lowered it reduces the projected ranged of the implant which 
locates the dopant in close proximity to the surface prior to rapid thermal anneal (RTA) which 
electrically activates the dopant.
Although the implant energies must be low, the amount of active dopant must be as high as possible 
in order to minimise the effects of parasitic resistance. This presents a problem as a number of active
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carriers within a given region of silicon is limited. This means that the lower limit of resistivity is set 
since resistivity can only be lowered by increasing the volume of the region which contains high 
carrier density, which implies increasing junction depth. Hence there is a trade-off between reducing 
junction depth and reducing sheet resistance (Rs), since improving junction depth by decreasing 
implant dose, implant energy and thermal budget degrades Rs and vice versa.
Ultra low energy implants and advanced annealing schemes have emerged as a result of the posed 
challenge. These solutions require delivery o f commercially viable beam currents from the ion 
implanter, where the annealing equipment must activate as much dopant as possible whilst keeping 
dopant diffusion to a minimum.
2.2 Dopant Behaviour
B is the dopant species typically used for the formation of the p-type USJ’s. It is preferred due to its 
relatively high solid solubility and low ionisation energy in silicon. However, since the atomic radius 
of a B atom is small compared to the silicon lattice spacing, it can move relatively easily along 
crystallographic channels during implantation resulting in deeper profiles and a channelling tail 
(Figure 6).
Channelling tail after 
implant into crystalline 
Silicon
B distribution in 
amorphous silicon
Depth (nm)
Figure 6 Schematic representation o f channelling a B tail after implantation into crystalline silicon
Another drawback of using B is the fact that apart from normal diffusion it is also subject to 
Transient Enhanced Diffusion (TED). This type of diffusion results from the interaction of B atoms 
with silicon self-interstitials which are generated during ion implantation. This produces, as the 
name suggests, enhanced B dopant diffusion. The interaction of B atoms with silicon interstitials can
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also lead to B interstitial clustering (BIC). This results in decrease in carrier concentration or dopant 
deactivation, as the B complexes with silicon self interstitials and becomes electrically inactive. The 
origins o f these phenomena and possible resolutions are discussed below.
2.3 Understanding the challenges
2.3.1 Implantation damage
Ion implantation is usually the chosen method for manufacturing source and drain extensions as it 
allows for precision in both the implanted dose and position of the implanted region. The incident 
ions create damage within the crystal structure of the target, where the amount and type o f damage 
created depends on the implant energy, the fluence ion species and the temperature. The incoming 
ion transfers its energy to the target atoms by two types o f interactions nuclear and electronic 
stopping.
In the nuclear stopping the ion transfers its energy to the target atom whilst the momentum of the 
system is conserved. This type of interaction deflects the incident ion which can lose its energy to 
many target atoms displacing them from their lattice sites and creating a “collision cascade” [12]. 
The collision probability depends on the speed of the incoming ion, where the slower the ion is 
moving the more likely it is to collide.
Electronic stopping refers to the slowing down of the implanted atom as a result o f energy transfer 
with bound electrons in the target and excitation of the electron cloud o f the incoming ion. These are 
also known as inelastic collisions [12]. Ion stopping is discussed in more detail in section 3.1.2.
Once a silicon atom in the crystal becomes displaced from the lattice site into an interstitial site, it 
leaves behind a space in the lattice called a “vacancy”. The silicon interstitial and the vacancy 
together are referred to as a ""Frenkel P a i f  [12]. The amount o f damage produced by ion 
implantation can disorder the crystal lattice to such an extent that an amorphous layer can be formed 
initially at a depth commensurate with the projected range. As the dose increases the thickness o f 
this amorphous layer increases mostly towards the surface. If the dose is high enough the amorphous 
layer can extend to the silicon surface [13].
The momentum transfer of the incident ion is in the forwards direction, therefore the distribution of 
interstitials is somewhat deeper than that o f the vacancies [14]. The crystal damage induced by ion 
implantation is restored by thermal processing or “annealing”. Interstitials and vacancies recombine 
during this process, and dopant atoms are often incorporated into the lattice sites. For every dopant
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atom incorporated into the lattice site a silicon atom is left in interstitial position, this is known as 
“plus one” model [15]. This results in net excess of silicon interstitials in the material. A schematic 
representation of the separation of the vaeancy and interstitial distribution after implantation, during 
and directly after thermal annealing are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Schematic representation o f the non-amorphising (a-c) and amorphizing (d-e) implants directly after implantation, during and 
after annealing [16]
Sections a-c (Figure 7) depict cases showing non-amorphising implants [16]. The implanted ions 
lose their energy in the target as a result of electronic or nuclear stopping. With sufficient energy of 
the incoming ion the host atom can be displaced from its lattice site into an interstitial position 
creating a vacancy and an interstitial. This results in spacial separation between vacancies and 
interstitials, which depends on the energy and mass of the implanted ion.
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Subsequently, thermal processing is used to repair the damage and incorporate into the lattice, or 
activate, the dopant atoms. During thermal processing, interstitials and vacancies recombine, and a 
portion of the dopant atoms is incorporated onto silicon lattice sites. For every activated dopant atom 
an interstitial silicon atom remains in the material. These interstitials then evolve into extended 
defects up on further annealing. The process of extended defect formation evolution and dissolution 
during thermal processing is described in section 2.1.2.
Sections d-f (Figure 7) show an amorphising implant, where the crystal structure is sufficiently 
disordered prior to dopant implantation that an amorphous layer is produced. Note that the 
interstitials and vacancies do not exist in amorphous material as the symmetry o f the silicon crystal 
is disordered; therefore corresponding curves in Figure 7 (d) are depicted as a reminder o f their 
location in crystalline material.
The amorphous layer is re-grown into a near perfect crystal during subsequent annealing by a 
process called Solid Phase Epitaxial Re-Growth (SPER). After SPER an end-of-range (EOR) defect 
band remains just below the position of the former amorphous/crystalline interface. The EOR defect 
band is caused by the coalescence of the excess silicon self interstitials [17]. These processes are 
described in more detail in sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4.
Silicon self interstitials are highly mobile even at room temperature [18]. They can diffuse into the 
wafer or towards the surface. They can also combine and form small clusters with dopant atoms and 
combine into small clusters or interstitial-impurity complexes which in turn grow into larger 
extended defects during subsequent annealing.
2.3.2 Extended Defects
The process o f defect evolution is described by Otswald ripening theory, which was further 
developed by Lifshitz, Slezov and Wagner (LSW theory) [19]. According to this theory, there is an 
interchange of silicon interstitials between the defects where larger ones grow in size at the expense 
of the smaller ones as the temperature is increased. The interactions between the defects depend on 
the proximity to the surface, influence o f the bulk of the material as well as the micro and 
macroscopic concentration gradients.
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Figure 8 Transmission electron micrographs showing evolution o f extended defect through annealing at different temperatures and 
times [20]
The defect evolution as a function of time and temperature is shown in Figure 8 [20]. At lower 
temperatures, small clusters form from supersaturation of silicon self interstitials. As the temperature 
is increased these evolve into {113} extended defects, which are rode-like hexagonal shaped defects 
lying on the {113} plane [21]. These {113} defects turn into perfect or faulted dislocation loops. The 
TEM image for these types of defects is shown in Figure 9.
FDL’s PDL’s
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Figure 9 TEM image of the types o f defects generated in silicon
The evolution of defects can be described by a process called non conservative Otswald ripening, 
where the total number o f interstitials is reduced as some of them recombine with vacancies, cluster 
with dopant atoms or precipitate at the surface [22].
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As the temperature is increased the smaller defects dissolve and release silicon interstitials that can 
travel into the bulk of the wafer or towards the surface. They become captured by larger defects 
which consequently grow further. This results in a fewer larger defects instead of large number of 
small clusters.
The amount of energy required to attach extra silicon interstitial is referred to as defect formation 
energy. Cristiano et al showed that formation energy is decreasing as the size of the defect increases 
[23].
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Figure 10 Graph o f decreasing formation energy and silicon interstitial super saturation (y-axis on the right) for defect evolution from 
clusters to loops [23]
From Figure 10 it is apparent that it is more energetically favorable for silicon interstitials to be 
incorporated into larger defects and explains the defect evolution process. Figure 10 shows 
formation energies for clusters, {113} extended defects, and perfect and faulted dislocation loops 
(PDL and FDL respectively).
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2.3.3 Pre-Amorphizationand End-of-Range Defects
The silicon crystal has a regular diamond structure. As mention earlier the spacing between the 
atoms in the crystal is relatively large compared to the size o f B atoms.
The dopant can travel further into the substrate resulting in a deeper implant tail. In order to avoid 
dopant channeling the Pre-Amorphisation Implantation (PAI) technique is used. In this process 
regularity o f the crystal is disordered to an amorphous state where position of the atoms relative to 
each other can be described as “random”.
The most popular method of amorphising silicon is to implant electrically neutral group IV species 
prior to B implantation, where with the right size of the ion, implant energy and ion dose an 
amorphous layer o f required depth can be induced [24]. The amorphising species typically used are 
Ge^ and S t .  Germanium is normally chosen in preference to silicon as it produces a more abrupt 
interface between the amorphous silicon and the underlying silicon substrate. The germanium is the 
element typically used as the amorphising implant as it results in a sharper amorphous/crystalline 
interface due to lower struggle.
The subsequent dopant implant can be made such that it is totally or partially contained within the 
amorphous layer. The remaining crystal beneath the amorphous layer is used as a “seed” from which 
a nearly perfect crystal structure can be regrown during Solid Phase Epitaxial Regrowth (SPER).
2.3.4 Solid Phase Epitaxial Re-growth
The Solid Phase Epitaxial Re-growth process is fundamentally the re-crystallization o f amorphous 
region adjacent to crystalline base substrate. It occurs when thermal energy is introduced into the 
material so that atoms in the amorphous region are rearranged to follow the underlying crystal 
structure. The quality of re-grown crystal depends on temperature at which the process takes place. 
The rate at which SPER takes place can be enhanced by P, As, and B dopants [25,26].
The advantage of using SPER is that it is possible to activate dopants to concentrations well above 
the equilibrium solubility which results in highly activated shallow junctions [27]. Another benefit o f 
using SPER is that it occurs at low temperatures (~550°C), therefore diffusion is minimised [28].
The drawback o f using PAI and SPER techniques for dopant activation is that a band o f excess 
silicon interstitials remains in the material at the former amorphous/crystalline (a/c) interface after 
SPER as mentioned earlier. This band of silicon interstitials can provide a conduction path and cause 
junction leakage.
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2.4 Dopant Diffusion
Whenever a high concentration of certain material exists there is a natural tendency for the particles 
to move areas o f lower concentration. The theory behind dopant diffusion was initially explained by 
Pick’s law which states that diffusion occurs whenever there is a concentration gradient, where the 
ions will migrate from high concentration to low concentration according to the diffusion coefficient 
of the particular ion. Mathematically it is expressed as:
j  = - D —
dx
Where: C is concentration of diffusing species, and ^  is the diffusion coefficient or diffusivity 
which reflects the resistance to flow of a particular impurity when it becomes exposed to an impurity 
gradient. Therefore, using the law of concentration of matter.
d C ( x , t )  _  d J  
d t  dx
(eq. 2)
Pick’s second law takes into account that the concentration may vary as a function o f time and states 
that the total change in flux leaving a volume is equal to the time rate o f change in the concentration 
in the volume. Mathematically it is expressed as:
d C { x , t )  ^ d '^ C {x , t )  , „
=  L>  ; ------  (eq. 3)
d t  dx'
This can be solved for different situations by setting the boundary conditions accordingly.
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Generally, the diffusion coefficient D can be expressed by the Arrhenius equation as:
Where: Dq is the frequency factor or hopping frequency, is the activation energy of diffusing 
species, ^ is the Boltzmann’s constant and T  is temperature in K.
A solution to the diffusion equation 3, for a finite source, with initial implanted dose Qt, with the 
following boundary conditions:
C ( x , 0 ) = Q  j.
d C  ( 0 , 0  Q 
dx
C  (oo , — 0
Can be expressed as a Guassian:
_ Qt
Where the surface concentration depletion can be expressed as:
c ,  = c ( 0 , o  =
Q t
^ 7 £ > t
and the junction depth as:
Q t ^
A D t ln(----------- )
C  g d ^ D t
Where Cb is the bulk concentration
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This is simple and general approach to diffusion where in praetice the concentration is determined 
by the flow and solid solubility of the dopant. However, further considerations are beyond the scope 
of this thesis.
2.4.1 Point Defect Mediated Diffusion
The movement of atomic impurity through a silicon crystal lattice can be mediated by vacancies, 
interstitials or both. These meehanisms can be eategorised in following three ways: substitution^ 
interstitial and interstitialcy (Figure 11).
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Figure 11 dopant diffusion in silicon I -  substitution, II- interstitial, III -  interstitialcy
It can be seen that the diffusion in silicon occurs as a result of atomie interchange or by atomic 
movement enabled by point defects.
The most common group V dopants in silicon, such as arsenic and phosphorous, normally diffuse 
via a substitutional meehanism, whereas group III elements such as B , A1 and Ga diffuse through 
interstitialcy mechanism.
During thermal processing, B diffusion in silicon is subject to a series of abnormalities, which 
cannot be explained using the simple diffusion equation alone. The B dopant diffusion in silicon has 
been widely studied, and it is now well known that the silicon interstitials, which remain in the 
material after ion implantation are the underlying cause of anomalous diffusion. A broad review has 
been published by Fahey et al [29]. It was later followed by Bracht et al [30], where diffusion which 
took into account point defects was termed as indirect diffusion.
Figure 12 (A) shows extract from Bracht’s review, which depicts two schemes of indirect diffusion 
which do not involve any point defects. Figure 12 (B) shows diffusion mechanisms which involve 
interactions between point defects and dopant atoms.
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Where;
Ai -  Foreign atom in interstitial position 
As -  Foreign atom in substitutional position 
V -  Vacancy 
I -  Silicon Interstitial
AV -  Defect pair consisting of foreign atom and vacancy
AI -  Defect pair consisting of foreign atom and silicon interstitial
The interaction of dopant atoms such as B with vacancies and interstitials is divided into four 
categories, using the same notation:
1 . As + V O A V
2. As + I O A I
3. As + 1 Ai
4. AgC>Ai + V
Vacancy mechanism 
Interstitialcy mechanism 
Kick-out mechanism 
Dissociative mechanism
B
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Figure 12 indirect diffusion in silicon [30]
The reactions described above represent an approximation of dopant diffusion, where primary 
meehanisms of boron diffusion are thought to be reaetions (2) and (3), which are collectively 
referred to as interstitial mediated diffusion. For example, diffusing silicon interstitial can kick out 
substitutional boron atom into interstitial position and incorporate itself into the lattice. The boron 
atom can then diffuse and become substitutional again in a similar manner. In reality, reactions 
between boron atoms and silicon interstitials are more complex and cannot be described by the 
reaetions (2) and (3) alone, which has been shown by Windl et al [31]. The interactions between
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boron atoms and silicon interstitials can be referred to as BI without specifying the explicit nature of 
the reaction.
The effective dopant diffusivity is a sum of contributions from both interstitials ) and vacancies 
). It can be described as:
Taking into account dopant concentration, the effective dopant diffusion can be expressed as
Where, subscript A -  diffusing species, Dai - interstitial diffusion coefficient, Q ,  -  concentration of 
diffusion species in interstitial positions, Ca -  concentration of diffusing species, Dav - vacancy 
diffusion coefficient, Cav - concentration o f diffusion species in lattice site positions, dAi and dAv 
are interstitial and vacancy mediated dopant diffusivities [29].
It is clearly seen from equation 9 that diffusivity depends on the amount o f interstitials and vacancies 
present in the lattice.
An investigation of B diffusion was carried out by Sadigh et al [32], where it was determined that B 
diffuses by an interstitialcy mechanism. They found a B-Si interstitial complex to be the diffusing 
species. This result can be used as a basis for explaining the interactions o f silicon self interstitials 
and dopant atoms which cause the effect known as Transient Enhanced Diffusion (TED).
2.5 Transient Enhanced Diffusion (TED)
This type of diffusion occurs in the early stages of the anneal cycle [33], where the interstitials 
generated during ion implantation are the driving force behind this detrimental phenomenon. The 
silicon interstitials flow into the bulk of the material and towards the surface, where they can interact 
with the bottom part of the B profile. These interactions can result in B atoms being kicked out from 
substitutional positions by silicon interstitials before they recombine with the vacancies or the 
creation o f highly mobile B-Si complexes mentioned previously.
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In 1973, Hofker et al [34] reported that B was subject to anomalous diffusion effect. The experiment 
showed that diffusion saturated after time, where most of the diffusion occurred in the initial stage of 
anneal cycle. This can be seen in Figure 13 where most of the diffusion occurs after 35 min 
compared to 2 1  hours.
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Figure 13 Study carried out by Hofker et al showing the amount o f diffusion saturating over time, 35min compared to 21 hours [34]
Michel et al [35] carried out a study highlighting the transient character of this diffusion by showing 
that it decreased with time and increasing temperature. Figure 14 shows the original data from this 
study where it is clearly seen that implant annealed at 800°C at different times saturates showing no 
significant increase in diffusion after 35min, where as the 900°C anneal showed saturation after 
3 5 seconds.
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Figure 14 Study carried out by Michel et al showing transient nature o f TED, isochronal anneals at 800°C and 900°C [35]
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In 1978, Claeys et al [36], published a study which involved generating stacking faults in silicon 
during thermal oxidation. They showed that stacking faults grew during oxidation but reduced in 
size if  nitrogen ambient was used. It is well known that in silicon excess interstitials are produced as 
result o f annealing in oxygen ambient, while annealing in nitrogen ambient produces excess 
vacancies [37]. The growth of static faults is driven by absorption of silicon interstitials. The 
stacking faults were measured after anneals in either ambient which revealed that the growth of 
stacking faults was enhanced by diffusing B atoms in oxygen and retarded faults shrinkage in 
nitrogen. Therefore it was concluded that Si interstitials were responsible for transient enhanced 
diffusion rather than vacancies.
In 1994 Baglesham et al [22] showed the effects o f defects on B TED. They determined that silicon 
interstitials emitted during the evolution of {113} defects were responsible for TED. They also 
showed that high implantation doses enhance B diffusion as the amount of silicon interstitials is 
increased. Cowem et al [38] showed that the location of the EOR defect band affected TED, where 
EOR defects positioned closer to the B profile produced more TED than those which were further 
away. It was concluded that it is the flux of silicon interstitials towards the surface that is 
responsible for TED as the supersaturation o f interstitials remained unchanged. This result is 
consistent with the study undertaken by Ozturk et al [39], where the effect o f Ge pre-amorphisation 
was examined. They showed that increasing PAI energy and hence the distance o f EOR defect band 
from the surface resulted in less B diffusion.
2.6 Boron-Interstitial Clusters (BIC’s)
As well as the depth of the profile, the amount of active dopant is also crucial for producing highly 
active and ultra shallow junctions. In addition to profile diffusion the phenomena o f B interstitial 
clustering, mentioned earlier, results in a fraction at the peak of B concentration profile being static 
and inactive.
This immobile fraction was reported by Hofker et al [40] in a publication which followed the initial 
work outlining TED [34], where the static peak was reported to be inactive. The static peak had been 
studied by many groups in attempts to explain if  it was active or inactive until Cowem et al 
conclusively showed that the static peak was inactive [41]. They used spreading resistance (SRP) 
technique in combination with secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) to show the total dopant 
profile and the electrically active dopant profile. From this they showed that the static peak was 
electrically inactive (Figure 15). The “kink” (used in the results section of this work) in Figure 15
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signifies a critical concentration point at which the profile begins to diffuse from the inactive region. 
They also mentioned that the static peak remained in the material after TED had taken place.
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Figure 15 SIMS and SRP measurements of B profile after isothermal anneal showing the inactive peak [41]
The underling mechanism behind the formation of inactive peak was shown by Stolk et al [42]. They 
reported that BIC’s form at concentrations below the solid solubility limit. The experiment consisted 
of growing a B marker layer and subsequently implanting silicon into the side near the surface. 
Examining both sides of the marker layer revealed that the side positioned towards the surface 
showed B clustering whereas the opposite side of the marker layer did not. From these results they 
concluded that silicon interstitials generated as a result of the implantation damage were responsible 
for B clustering below the solid solubility limit.
A model explaining the formation of BIC’s during the initial cycle of anneal was put forward by 
Pelaz et al [43,44]. They carried out a simulation where they chose lowest activation energy paths 
and showed the most energetically favorable pathways of BIC’s evolution (Figure 16). In order to 
represent the number of atoms per cluster they used the following notation: B/ I^», where m is the 
number of B atoms and n is the number of silicon interstitials. They proposed that the starting point 
for BIC evolution is “BI2”, which can form after ion implantation or during the initial stage of the 
anneal cycle. It was suggested that during initial stage of the anneal cycle, when supersaturation of 
interstitials is large the clusters are formed in the following manner; BI2 -B2I2 -B3I3-B4I4-B5I5 . As the 
anneal cycle continues the supersaturation of interstitials decreases and these B^„C clusters release 
interstitials which results in more stable clusters primarily consisting of B atoms such as B2 , B3 ,B4 l, 
B4 , which dissolve up on anneal at longer times.
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Figure 16 The evolution pathway o f B-interstitial cluster proposed by Pelaz et al [44]
The diagram in Figure 16 shows that BIC’s grow by capturing additional silicon and B atoms. The 
interstitials are then released as the BICs dissolve leaving behind clusters composed mainly of B 
atoms.
The previous sections showed that B TED and clustering occurs as a result o f interactions between 
the B profile and silicon self interstitials. The supersaturation of interstitials is created as a result of 
ion implantation. The interstitials cluster together and form extended defects during thermal 
processing, subsequently dissolving as the thermal budget is increased. Once released, they migrate 
towards the surface and interact with B profile increasing shallow junction depth and decreasing 
electrical activation.
2.7 Boron Electrical Deactivation
The lowering of the electrically active B fraction due to the formation of BIC’s is known as 
deactivation. A characteristic activation/deactivation trend in terms of the sheet resistance was 
observed in the study by Cristiano et al [45]. They implanted SOOeV B to a dose of 1x10^^ cm'^ into 
a 30keV Ge pre-amorphised amorphous layer implanted to a dose o f 1x10^^ cm'^ locating the a/c 
interface at a depth of about SOnm bellow the silicon surface. The B activation was achieved using 
SPER and produced an Rs value of roughly 800Q/D. Subsequent isochronal (30sec) anneals in the 
temperature range from 250°C to 1050°C showed a constant Rs initially and then a rapid increase in 
Rs between 750°C and 850°C. This increase in Rs signifies deactivation of the B implying that the 
amount of electrically active B is reduced (Figure 17). Beyond 850°C Rs then decreases rapidly,
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which represents B reactivation. It is thought that the release of silicon interstitials from the EOR 
defect band generated as a result of pre-amorphisation and the interaction with the B profile is 
causing the deactivation, where as the dissolution of BIC’s at higher temperatures is the basis for 
reactivation.
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Figure 17 deactivation/re-activation trend [45]
The peak deactivation was observed at 850°C as it was seen in results obtained by Cristiano et al 
[45], where positioning the EOR further away from the B profile resulted in a lower sheet resistance. 
This can be explained by lower number of silicon interstitials at the surface compared to those 
associated with the EOR defect band. If the EOR defects are positioned deeper in the silicon 
substrate the interstitial concentration at the surface is smaller than if they are close to the surface.
The experiment carried out by Pawlak et al [46] confirms the explanation outlined above. They used 
three Ge amourphising implants at 8 , 12 and 25keV locating the amorphous/crystalline interface at 
14, 22 and 42nm respectively followed by a 1.5keV B implant to a dose of 3x10^^ cm'^. Figure 18 
shows the original data from this study from which it is clearly seen that placing the 
amorphous/crystalline interface deeper into the substrate results in lower deactivation.
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Figure 18 activation/deactivation curve with different pre-amorphisation energies [46]
A higher thermal budget is required for the silicon interstitials to reach the surface therefore placing 
a/e interface deeper results in higher activation.
2.8 Overcoming TED and BIC’s
2.8.1 Annealing Schemes
The thermal processing is probably the most crucial aspect for control of USJ formation. It is used in 
order to repair the implantation damage and incorporate dopant atoms on the lattice sites. B TED and 
BIC formation and dissolution occur during this process.
As explained above both TED and BIC’s are time dependent processes driven by silicon interstitials, 
where the Si interstitials responsible for those phenomena are removed more rapidly at high 
temperatures.
The main advantage of SPER is that the amorphous silicon can re-grow into near perfect crystal 
incorporating a fraction of B profile into substitutional sites at relatively low temperatures (500-650 
°C), which allows for little thermal diffusion and high activation of the dopant species.
The current techniques available include furnace anneal, rapid thermal anneal (RTA), spike anneal, 
flash and laser annealing. Figure 19 shows the time/temperature characteristics for these schemes.
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Figure 19 Temperature/time characteristics for a- furnace anneal, b- rapid thermal anneal, c- spike anneal, d -  flash anneal, e and f - 
laser anneal
The furnace anneal is one of the first methods used for dopant activation and damage repair and 
takes the longest time to reach the anneal temperature. Rapid thermal annealing technique typically 
uses 1 - 1 0 0  seconds at temperature and has significantly faster ramp rates than the furnace anneal. 
RTA usually results in higher dopant activation and less diffusion compared to the furnace anneal. 
The flash anneal operates at 10-1000 ms, this involves raising wafer temperature to a certain value 
using RTA followed by a fast increase (in the range of milliseconds) to desired temperature [47]. 
The thermal flux laser anneal takes 10 ms, where as adiabatic pulsed laser beam operates at 10-100 
ns. The annealing schemes are aimed at reducing or eliminating the EOR defects in order to increase 
activation and reduce diffusion.
The technique used in this study is RTA. It allows uniform heat transfer throughout the thickness of 
the sample.
The current most advanced device manufacturing uses spike/RTA in combination with flash or sub­
melt laser annealing in temperature range of 1200 °C to 1300°C, which results in 1 0-2Onm junction 
depth. The diffusionless anneals are also possible [48].
Figure 20 shows distributions of heat energy during adiabatic, thermal flux and isothermal anneal 
cycle.
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Figure 20 Comparison o f adiabatic, thermal flux and isothermal annealing regimes in terms of depth of thermal energy 
penetration and temperature
The heat distribution under adiabatic melting laser annealing regime is shown in (a). In this case, 
only the surface region is heated up to the point where silicon becomes melted, where the thermal 
diffusion depth is much less than the thickness of the absorbing layer. Thermal flux annealing 
regime is depicted in (b) and (c). In these cases the surface can become partially melted or remain 
solid, where the thickness of the absorbing layer is less than thermal diffusion depth and the 
thickness of thermal diffusion depth is less than the thickness of the sample. Typical annealing 
techniques which result is such heat distributions are flash-lamp or scanning laser annealing. The 
isothermal regime is shown in Figure 20 (d), where the heat energy penetrates the entire wafer so 
that the thermal diffusion depth is greater than the thickness of the sample; therefore it is at the same 
temperature. The isothermal regime is achieved using furnace and rapid thermal annealing 
techniques.
2.8.2 Co-Implantation
Implantation of additional species such as fluorine or carbon to control dopant diffusion has been 
investigated during the last decade. In this section effects of fluorine on boron diffusion and 
activation are discussed.
The effects of fluorine on B diffusion have been studied by various groups [49-57]. Fluorine has 
been widely used to fabricate shallow p-n junctions in bipolar and MOS devices. Fluorine is 
introduced with B in the form of BF]^ molecule [58, 59].
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Depending on the co-implantation conditions, the presence of fluorine can have different effects on 
B TED. Jacques et al [60] showed that the presence of fluorine in amorphous silicon enhanced TED. 
K. Ohyu et al showed that presence of fluorine reduced B TED and increased activation [61]. 
Subsequent studies have shown that by tailoring the implantation conditions of the fluorine implant 
it is possible to suppress B TED in crystalline silicon [61,62]. H.A.W.E. Mubarek and P. Ashburn 
showed that fluorine co-implantation suppressed B thermal diffusion and TED in bulk Si [63] and 
SiGe [64].
The effects of F after PAI and SPER are studied much more widely, here the presence of fluorine 
has also been shown to suppress TED [65-68]. In 2005, Cowem et al conclusively showed that 
fluorine helped to suppress B TED and deactivation [69]. They implanted silicon with 30 keV, 1 x 
10^  ^cm'^ Ge followed by 0.5 keV, 1x10^^ cm‘^  B. Some of the wafers were implanted with 0.9 keV, 
10 keV, and 22 keV F to doses in the range 3 x 10^^- 1 x 10^  ^cm'^, which placed the F projected 
range (a) at the projected range of the B implant, (b) between the B implant and the amorphous- 
crystalline interface created by the Ge implant, and (c) at the expected depth of the EOR defect band.
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Figure 21 Sheet resistance values for 30keV Ge pre-amorphised 0.5 keV B implant after annealing at 800°C without F eo-implant, 
and with 0.9, 10 and 22keV F eo-implants [69]
Figure 21 shows that as the F co-implant depth is increased the deactivation associated with the 
release of silicon self interstitials from the EOR defect band is reduced [69]. They suggested that the 
fluorine prevents TED and deactivation by forming small clusters which trap interstitials as they 
migrate towards the surface.
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2.8.3 Vacancy Engineering
This technique involves high energy silicon co-implantation which reduces the amount of silicon 
interstitials in the near surface region. The high energy Si implant produces separation of vacancies 
and interstitials which places the peak of silicon interstitial distribution deeper than the peak 
distribution of the vacancies.
This implant is followed by a low energy B implant into the vacancy rich region which results in 
higher activation and minimal diffusion during thermal processing. Smith et al [70] showed that 
further improvements can be achieved using Silicon-on-Insulator, here they placed the peak of 
interstitial distribution below the insulating layer which acts as a barrier and prevents the flux of 
interstitials towards the surface [70, 71]. The effect of high energy silicon co-implant is shown in 
Figure 22, where it can be seen that sheet resistance is significantly enhanced for the samples which 
received silicon co-implantation.
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Figure 22 The effeet o f the 160keV 1.1 x lo'^ cm  ^silicon co-implant on a B implant is compared to a B profile with no silicon co- 
implant as a function o f 10 s isochronal annealing [70]
2.9 Alternatives to Silicon
2.9.1 Silicon-on-lnsulator (SOI)
Over the past 30 years SOI based CMOS devices have been identified as one of the possible 
alternatives to meet the challenges presented by device scaling. The initial applications of SOI were 
to prevent parasitic transistor action, lutch-up and radiation hardness. The insulating layer in SOI 
permits to fabricate deviees without an isolation well, therefore the packing density is increased. The
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manufacturing of SOI material is compatible with most of the conventional fabrication tools 
available.
As shown in Figure 23, the SOI material structure consists of a film of a single crystalline Si 
separated by a layer of amorphous Si0 2  from the bulk single crystal silicon substrate.
Silicon Over-Layer
Silicon Substrate
Figure 23 silicon-on-insulator structure
Transistors manufactured in SOI (Figure 24) benefit from reduced source and drain capacitance 
which increases the switching speed of the device, hence SOI based microprocessor circuits run 
faster than those based on bulk silicon. In fact, the reduction of the parasitie capacitance to the 
substrate can enhance the circuit speed by up to 25% [72].
Figure 24 Schematic o f SOI based MOSFET device
Increased speed is not the only advantage for using SOI, reduced power consumption, due to lower 
operating voltages beyond conventional scaling limits, also makes it a preferred material of choice 
for IC manufacturing. For example, an SOI based processor uses less power, while keeping the same 
clock speed as a bulk counterpart, which means that it provides the same performance at lower 
power. Also, the fact that the active layer is effectively DC isolated improves the radiation resistance 
of the active layer [72].
The electric field present in the channel of the transistor induced by the gate is confronted by fields 
generated in the source and drain parts of the device. Consequently, with continued device scaling,
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SOI based transistors could prove to be advantageous as the “Short Channel Effects” are greatly 
reduced or completely removed [73].
2.9.1.1 SOI Fabrication Processes
Ion implantation can be used to produce SOI structures using a method called Separation by 
Implanted Oxygen {SIMOX). SIMOX produces an oxide layer synthesized directly from oxygen ions 
that are implanted into Si [74]. Oxygen ions are implanted into a Si substrate, where after thermal 
processing (above 1300°C) a buried layer of SiO% is produced. Figure 25 shows a summary of the 
SIMOX fabrication process
Oxygen Im p lan ta tio n
Silicon o ve r-layer
Buried O xide
Figure 25 SIMOX fabrication process
A thinner buried oxide layer is preferable, as it is produced using a lower implantation dose which 
determines the wafer production cost. However, if  the dose is reduced too far it can produce a 
discontinuous layer. The lowering of the implant dose also produces reduced implantation damage, 
which can generate fewer defects in wafers after final annealing [75].
Another ion implantation based technique for SOI material fabrication is called ""Smart Cut ™”. This 
process enables the transfer of very fine layers of crystalline silicon onto oxidised silicon support 
wafer. Figure 26 provides a summary of the fabrication process.
The process begins with two silicon wafers A and B, wafer A is oxidised to a required thickness and 
then implanted with hydrogen ions. This oxide eventually becomes the BOX (buried oxide) layer. 
Wafer A is implanted with H to create a weakened layer at required depth. Both wafers are cleaned 
to make bonding surfaces hydrophilic, or charge polarized and capable of hydrogen bonding. The 
hydrogen implanted wafer A is flipped so that the thin layer of Si above the hydrogen is bonded to 
Wafer B, which is the handle substrate.
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After annealing to 400-600°C the wafers split along the hydrogen implant level with the roughness 
of the wafer surface of a few nanometers. The break of the wafer can actually be heard, whilst in the 
annealer. This roughness is then smoothed to the roughness of standard bulk silicon. Both wafers are 
cleaned for reuse [76].
Wafer A Wafer B 
SOI
Smart-Cut 
fabrication 
technique
B
Si bulk SOI wafer
New A New B
Figure 26 Smart Cut Fabrication process
2.9.1.2 Effects of Buried Oxide on B deactivation.
An extensive study of B activation and diffusion in pre-amorphised silicon and silicon-on-insulator 
carried out by J.J. Hamilton [77], where it has been shown that buried oxide layer within the SOI 
material has beneficial effects on B activation when used with PAI technique.
The study involved varying the PAI energy and hence the respective depth of the EOR defects. It 
was shown that by placing the EOR defect band closer to the BOX that it is possible to reduce the 
amount of B deactivation. It was suggested that the BOX is acting as an alternative sink for Si 
interstitials released from the EOR defect band. Placing the EOR defect band closer to the BOX 
resulted in a reduced flux of interstitials towards the near surface region containing B profile (Figure 
27).
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Figure 27 Van der Pauw resistivity after 60sec anneal for SOOeV B 2>< 10^  ^ cm'  ^ implant in SOI with 8, 20, 24 and 32keV PAI 
energies [77]
The 8 keV case shows increase in Rs starting at 700°C reaching its peak value at 775°C and then 
deceasing as the temperature is increased further. This phenomenon is called “Reverse Aimealing” 
effect, where Rs increases with increasing temperature and represents deactivation/reactivation 
process, where Si self interstitials released from the EOR defect band migrate towards the surface 
interact with B profile causing BIC’s and B deactivation.
The 8  and 20keV PAI energies, where the EOR defects lie at 20nm and 40nm respectively [78], 
show that the “reverse annealing” effect increases as the EOR defect band moves towards the 
surface. The results obtained clearly show reduced “reverse annealing” effect for 32keV PAI energy, 
which places the EOR defects at a depth of 55nm, in close proximity to the buried oxide.
The 20keV case is shown schematically in Figure 28. Here, the proximity of the BOX and its ability 
to act as a sink for interstitials means that much less deactivation of B is seen than in corresponding 
case where PAI energy of 8 keV is used.
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Figure 28 schematic representation o f position o f EOR defect band relative to the BOX in SOI
2.9.2 Silicon Germanium
The addition of Ge into the Si lattiee enables expansion of bulk silicon limits. Silieon-Germanium 
lattice is comprised of any molar ratio of both elements (Sii.x Gcx), where typical applications 
include heterojunction bipolar transistors as well as strain-induced CMOS transistors.
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Figure 29 schematic representation o f strained silicon substrate
A strained silicon layer can be formed using SiGe, where a silicon layer under biaxial tension is 
created as a result of depositing silicon on to silicon-germanium substrate (Figure 29), such 
configuration can produce higher carrier mobility which is essential for the future generation of 
CMOS devices [79].
The electron and hole mobility enhancement factors in strained silicon as a function o f effective 
electric field for various compositions of SiGe are shown in Figure 30 [80].
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Figure 30 Electron and Hall mobility enhancement factor as a function o f effective electric field for different Ge concentration o f the 
SiGe layer [80]
The presence of strain in the host lattice influences the formation and migration of defects and 
therefore interstitial mediated dopant diffusion is affected. M. Diebel and S. T. Dunham [81] showed 
that increased lattice constant created as a result of compressive strain is a favourable factor for an 
increase in vacancy-type defects and reduction of interstitials, where tensile strain has an opposite 
effect.
The compressive strain has a favorable effect on B diffusivity as B diffusion is primarily governed 
by interstitials, where as tensile strain increases B diffusion [82]. Apart from influencing dopant 
diffusion strain is also expected to have an effect on dopant solubility since formation energy of a 
substitutional dopant and non-substitutional clusters or precipitates is modified.
The effect of strain can also be utilized by direct implantation into SiGe compound, where Ge atoms, 
which are larger compared to silicon atoms, create compressive strain in the lattice which is balanced 
out by smaller B atoms. Gannavaram et al showed this effect using SiGe material, which was grown 
by epitaxy on top of the etched Si substrate, where B atoms were incorporated during the growth 
[83]. The B solubility, in epitaxially grown SiGe, was found to be higher than in bulk Si due to strain 
compensation argument, where incorporation of B into the lattice is more favorable in the presence 
of compressive strain.
2.10 Molecular implants
As the industry drives towards smaller device features maintaining the efficient process productivity 
becomes a challenge. Unconventional technologies such as plasma-doping, gas cluster beams and 
molecular implants have been proposed as an alternative to the established implantation methods.
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The energies used for fabrication of ultra-shallow junctions using ion implantation reside in the 
range from 200 eV to 2.5 keV depending on the dopants. However, when ion implanters are used, 
beam expansion, which occurs due to Coulomb repulsion, is required to be overcome. The beam 
expands in lateral dimensions. As a result, a fraction of the beam encounters collisions with the walls 
of the beamline, electrodes and apertures, which reduces the ion flux transported to the wafer.
In order to maintain a commercially sensible level of throughput a beam is extracted at higher 
energies. To achieve lower implantation energies the beam is decelerated using a deceleration lens 
near the wafer surface. This method restricts the low energy beam expansion to the distance between 
the deceleration lens and the wafer surface, which can increase the transported beam current. This, 
so called “deed” operation mode, allows for higher energies to be used whilst the target wafer is 
receiving a corresponding low energy beam [84]. The use of “deed” mode can result in energy 
contamination which can jeopardize the operation of advanced devices.
Molecular implants in the form of BF2 and As2 have been used by semiconductor industry for many 
years [85], with a larger more recent addition o f B 18H2 2 molecule. When using a molecular implant it 
is possible to deliver more material to the target compared to monomer implant. This allows 
lowering the effective implant energy whilst avoiding the use of “deed” mode, as the mass o f the 
molecule is roughly 20 times the mass o f monomer B which means that higher ion acceleration 
energies can be used to produce shallower profiles.
Cluster ion implantation using a decaborane (B10H 14) molecule was the first large duster ion used 
for fabrication of ultra-shallow junction [8 6 ]. The BiqHh vapor is sublimed from a solid (B10H 14) 
source which is then directly fed into the ionization chamber. The low ionization energies (>20eV) 
are used as the B 10H 14 molecule is easily fragmented by higher energies [87]. The ionized clusters 
are then extracted accelerated through required potentials and electro-statically scanned over the 
target wafer. In order to verify the low energy effects B was implanted using a BiqHh implant 
species, as described above, a 500eV and 5keV monomer implant and a 5keV BF2 implant. The 
results showed that the depth of the heavier implant species was shallower compared the rest o f the 
conditions. The B atomic distribution of 5keV BiqHh implant was closely matched the profile o f a 
500eV monomer B implant [8 6 ].
The octadecaborane (B18H2 2) molecule [87], shown in Figure 31, delivers 18 times more B atoms 
than a single atom implant, where 20 keV, 1 mA B 18H22 beam is equivalent to sub 1 keV (~900eV),
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18 mA B beam. Molecular implants allow for a more precise angle control since the beam is run at 
higher energies making it less vulnerable to angle variations caused by beam “blow up” [88].
Figure 31 Ball-and-stick model of B 18H2 2  molecule consisting o f 18 B atoms and 6 doubly bonded hydrogen atoms [87]
The heavy mass of the molecule can be used to amorphize the near surface region of the target, 
which reduces B channelling and eliminates a need for a pre-amorpization step. S. Heo et al [89] 
reported that one step B 18H22 implantation at 5keV eliminates channelling by producing a 5 nm 
amorphous layer. Kawasaki et al [90], showed that BF2 implant can be replaced with a B 18H22 for 
source/drain extensions implantation. They showed that this implant, when activated with spike- 
RTA, produced improved Rs, Xj and leakage current characteristics and removed the need for a Ge 
pre-amorphization step.
2.11 Literature Review Summary
The fabrication of highly active and ultra-shallow source/drain extension regions requires low 
energy ion implants followed by thermal processing in an attempt to overcome the detrimental 
Transient Enhanced Diffusion and B Interstitial Clustering effects caused by excess silicon 
interstitials. These effects increase junction depth and reduce the active fraction of the dopant. 
Alternative materials and implantation species are investigated to provide the necessary solution to 
meet the ITRS requirements.
The investigation in this work provides a comparison between silicon, silicon-on-insulator (SOI) and 
silicon-germanium (SiGe) substrates implanted with monomer B, and molecular BF2 and B 18H22 
species. The primary focus of this work is the effeet of End-of-Range defects on B electrical 
deactivation and diffusion.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Techniques and Theory
3.1 Ion Implantation
Ion implantation is a firmly established technique for introducing dopant atoms into silicon. It 
provides flexibility in selection of dopant species as well as accuracy in placing ions within the 
target. The energy and dose are easily controlled over several orders o f magnitude. It provides a 
beam with high reproducibility and precision, where implantation can be performed at a wide range 
of temperatures.
The main disadvantage of this technique is that it generates damage in the target as incoming ions 
displace the host atoms from their lattice sites. The damage is created even at low implant energies 
as the displacement energy of a single silicon atom is about 13eV [91]. A typical CMOS process 
requires at least 15-20 implants per wafer, hence controlling the effect of damage is crucial for 
proper device operation.
3.1.1 Ion Implanter Design
The principle behind the operation of ion implanters is similar to mass spectrometers. The ion 
implanter consists of five main parts
Ion source
- Analysing magnet 
Acceleration tube
- Beam scanning
- Process chamber
The basic configuration of an ion implanter is depicted in Figure 32
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Figure 32 Ion implanter schematie
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The chamber with the target wafer is maintained at ground potential whilst the source is at high 
voltage. The ion source is transformed from gaseous state into plasma form in the source chamber 
from which the ion beam is extracted.
The electrons emitted from the filament are used to create plasma in the source chamber, where the 
magnets force the electrons to move in helical motion which increases probability of ionisation. The 
extracted beam is directed for mass selection and subsequent acceleration. The target station can be 
oriented in many different ways, where tilt angle, rotation and substrate temperature can be 
regulated. After ionisation and acceleration the ion enters the target and stops at a certain depth 
which is dependent on the incident angle and ion velocity.
3.1.2 Ion stopping
The incoming ion loses its energy by two types of interaction: inelastically, by exciting the electrons 
of target atoms {electronic stopping) and by colliding with target atoms {nuclear stopping). The 
electronic stopping is the dominant factor for high energy implants where as the implant energy 
decreases ions begin to undergo nuclear stopping (Figure 33)
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Figure 33 Electronic and nuclear stopping as a function o f ion velocity
The nuclear stopping results in displacement of the host atoms which in turn can create a chain of 
further displacements resulting in a collision cascade. The total distance travelled is defined as ion 
range {R), where as the averaged depth from the surface is defined as projected range {Rp).
The ion creates a damage trial along its path, therefore when a large number of ions are implanted 
the crystalline structure can transform to amorphous. The amorphous layer can be advantageous as
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in the case of preventing B channelling. In order to remove the damage in the material subsequent 
thermal processing is used.
3.2 Annealing
The annealing in this work was performed using Process Products Corporation 18 Lamp rapid 
thermal processing annealing machine. Anneals were carried out in inert N 2 ambient to eliminate 
sample oxidation.
The cooling system consisting of water and compressed air circulating around the chamber which 
prevents the lamps and circuitry from overheating, where it is also used during the cooling down part 
of the anneal cycle. The samples are placed onto silicon wafer platform with a k-type thermo-couple 
contact attached to the bottom using ceramic cement.
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Figure 34 A typical experimental anneal profile for 1000°C 60 seconds anneal
Figure 34 shows an example of experimental profile for 1000°C 60 seconds anneal used in this 
study. The overshoot observed at 350°C, is a result of tailoring the machine settings to ensure that 
required temperature is obtained at 1000°C pre-programmed value without an overshoot. The 
proportional, integral and derivative (PID) control settings are regulated to obtain the required 
response. The samples remain at 350°C for 1 min to achieve thermal equilibrium between chamber 
and samples, the effect o f the overshoot here does not affect the results as this temperature is lower 
than that at which significant activity occurs in silicon.
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The thermocouple used in the machine is a K-type, made from nickel-chrome alloy. These 
thermocouples have good oxidation resistance which allows more accurate temperature reading as 
oxidized metal shows different temperature characteristics. The K-type operating range is -200 to 
+1200°C with errors of about 0.75% at 1000°C and for lower temperature in the region of 0.04%.
3.2.1 Annealer uniformity
In order to establish the uniformity across the wafer the following experiment was carried out. The 
samples were cleaved from the same wafer were placed around the wafer as shown in Figure 35 and 
annealed at 900°C.
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Figure 35 diagram of annealer support wafer with most uniform area highlighted, the rectangles represent sample locations with 
corresponding sheet resistance values (ohms/square) measured with four point probe
The sheet resistance was measured and results showed that the area to the right of the centre 
produced the best uniformity. This is in agreement with Smith [92], who carried out this experiment 
earlier and found that specific area on the support wafer showed the least variation in sheet 
resistance compared to the rest of the wafer. The samples used in this study were annealed within 
this area.
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3.2.2 Repeatability of Anneal Cycle
In order to establish repeatability of the annealer five anneal cycles were carried out, where five 
samples were cleaved from the same wafer. Each sample was placed onto a particular spot on the 
support wafer and annealed with the same settings. The results (Table 2) show that the precision the 
annealer is within less than 1 % error.
Sample 1 2 3 4 5
Rs(Q/D) 770 775 781 765 785
Table 2 Sheet resistance values obtained for repeatability o f anneal cycle test
3.3 Electrical Characterisation
3.3.1 Four Point Probe
Sheet resistance of a sample is a measure of resistance per unit square of that sample, it is measured 
using a four point probe.
The four point probe is a piece of equipment that provides resistively and conductivity type 
measurements for surface and thin film materials using four point probe, current source and digital 
multi-meter (DMM).
The four point probe method uses four electrodes equidistantly arranged in a line, which are set onto 
the surface of the sample (Figure 36). A current source is used to pass fixed electric current through 
the sample, between the outer two probes, while the high input impedance voltmeter across the inner 
two probes is used to obtain resistivity.
Apart from indicating the activation of the dopant, the measure of sheet resistance is used to monitor 
the degree of dopant uniformity [92].
W afer
Figure 36 Four point probe setup [93]
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Resistivity is particularly important semiconductor parameter as it can be directly related to the 
active dopant content o f the sample. The four point probe is an apparatus typically deployed to 
determine the value of sheet resistance which depends on both mobility and carrier concentration 
[93]. A Hall Effect measurement, discussed in the next section, allows examining these parameters 
separately.
If the sample is of a semi-infinite volume having an equal inter-probe spacing (s), it can be shown 
that the resistivity of a semi-infinite volume is given by
p  = {27r - s ) \ j (eq. 10)
This equation means that the measured value for resistivity is only valid for a sample o f a semi- 
infinite volume, therefore for samples o f practical or finite sizes correction factors for six different 
boundary configurations are used. These show that, in general, if  the distance from any probe to the 
nearest boundary is at least five times the distance between the probes or more, no correction factor 
is required. A combination of correction factors must multiply the right hand side o f the equation 10, 
where they are still needed for calculating the final form of sheet resistance and resistivity [94].
R =  —  =
p  ( v ^
\ l j
• CF^ ■ CF 2  (eg, 11)
where:
p  -  Resistivity
t -  Sample thickness (active layer thickness)
CFi -  sheet resistance correction factor 1 (depends on wafer diameter (d) and probe tip spacing (s) 
CF2 -  sheet resistance correction factor 2
For samples examined in this study correction factors were required, as the thickness o f the sample 
has to be at least five times the probe spacing in order to ignore them. Correction factor 1 is 
determined by the shape of the sample and its dimensions. Correction factor 2 is given by active 
layer thickness dived by probe spacing, for this experiment it was calculated to be less than 0.4, 
which means that unity value should be used.
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All four probes are supported by springs on opposite ends in order to provide a uniform contact 
loading.
3.3.2 Van der Pauw Technique
This technique provides a method for obtaining sheet resistance of an object regardless of it shape. 
Four Ohmic contacts are placed at random at any point along the perimeter, where the following 
conditions have to be satisfied [95].
1. The contacts are placed on the edge of the sample
2. The contacts are as small as possible
3. The sample is of a homogeneous thickness
4. The sample does not have any holes or scratches
4
3
Figure 37 Illustration o f a sample that satisfies the eonditions for Van der Pauw teehnique, where numbers 1,2,3,4 represent contact 
points
The resistance is obtained as follows:
i?  - 5 i
^34
Where the subscripts 1,2,3,4 here and after are referred to contact points on the sample as shown in 
Figure 37.
The above values are then used to calculate Rs from:
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n  ^ 3 4 , 2 1  ^42,13 r
=  W  2  f
Where correction factor /  is determined by
/  =
R 34,21
7? 42,13
A graphical representation of the correction factor f  is shown in Figure 38
Figure 38 Graphical representation for the correction factor f
Having the contacts on the boundary of the sample presents the main challenge; however, van der 
Pauw proved that clover leaf shape minimizes any contact positioning errors [96]. Pattern used in 
this study is shown in Figure 39.
Figure 39 Van der Pauw geometry for calealating sheet resistance
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In order to determine the sheet resistance current is passed between contacts 1 and 2 (I12) while the 
voltage is measured across contacts 3 and 4 (V43). After this the current is passed between contacts 2 
and 3 (I23) and the voltage across 1 and 4 (V41). The sheet resistance is calculated from the following 
formula:
A  =
 ^ 71 ^[ F 43
l 2 - l n ( 2 ) J
F{Q) (eq. 15)
Where F  is the correction factor for geometrical asymmetry, which is a function of Q 
- symmetry factor and defined as
2  =
/  . VV^12 ^ 23 J
(eq. 16)
The above or the reciprocal value for Q is used, whichever is greater, where if  the symmetry Q<10, 
then F  can be calculated from
F  = l -  0.34657A -  0.09236A^
Where
A =
The final value for the resistance is an average value derived from V4 3 , V4 1 , V21 and V23 voltage 
values measured by the Hall Effect kit.
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3.3.3 Hall Effect
The phenomenon now known as Hall Effect was discovered in 1879 when Edwin H. Hall observed 
that a small transverse voltage appeared across a current currying thin metal strip in an applied 
magnetic field. The principle behind Hall Effect is the Lorentz force, which is given by:
(eq. 17)
Where: v - velocity vector, B -  magnetic filed
When an electron is moving along the direction perpendicular to the applied magnetic field, it 
experiences a force which is acting normal to both directions and moves in response to this force. As 
a result, electrons shift to one side of the conductor. This leaves a net positive charge on the opposite 
side and creates electric field across the conductor, which accumulates until the movement of 
electrons ceases when:
H =  V B (eq. 18)
Where: v - velocity factor, B -  magnetic field
The potential difference (Hall voltage) on opposite sides of the thin semi-conducting material, in the 
form of “Hall bar” element through which current is passed through, is created by magnetic field 
applied perpendicular to the specimen (Figure 40).
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Figure 40 schematic representation o f Hall voltage appearing as a result o f applying magnetic field and passing current through thin 
semiconducting material
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The Hall Voltage across the specimen is given by:
V H
Where: 7 -  current through the sample, B -  applied magnetic field, Yls -  sheet density of charged 
carriers, q  — elementary charge
Hall Effect differentiates between positive charges moving in one direction and negative charges 
moving in the opposite direction.
3.3.4 Carrier Concentration
This is an aerial measure of electrons and holes conducting in the conduction and valance bands. In 
this case Hall voltage is measured by passing the current through diagonally, between opposite sides 
of the sample, while measuring the voltage across the remaining two contacts, where the magnetic 
field is coming out of the page (Figure 41).
Figure 41 Van der Pauw geometry for calculating carrier concentration
Hall voltage can be found:
(eq. 20)
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Where: /  -  Applied current, B -  Applied magnetic field, t -  Sample thickness, q -  Charge on a 
carrier, N  -  The Bulk Charge
The Sheet Hall Coefficient (Rhs) can be calculated from
The aerial carrier concentration is then calculated from:
(eq. 20)
Where T is the Hall scattering factor (discussed in more detail in section 3.3.6)
3.3.5 Mobility
This is a measurement o f how easy it is for a carrier to move through a semiconductor, where 
maximum mobility is required for faster device operation. It is restricted by phonon scattering and 
ionised impurity scattering. Ionised impurity scattering is the dominant mechanism affecting 
mobility at low temperatures, whereas lattice scattering occurs at higher temperatures, which vary by 
T^^^and respectively. The minimum scattering, hence maximum mobility occurs at a point 
where both of the effects have minimum influence on carriers [97], shown in Figure 42.
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Figure 42 graphical representation of natural logarithm o f mobility Vs the natural logarithm o f temperature
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Device speed depends on carrier mobility, hence high mobility is desirable.
Mobility is defined as:
E (eq. 22)
Where: V^- Drift velocity, E - Eclectic field
In order to find mobility in a semiconductor, values of sheet resistance and aerial carrier density are 
required. The sheet resistance in this study is obtained using Van der Pauw method. The Hall 
mobility is then found as follows:
^  R  (eq. 23)
S
3.3.6 Scattering Factor
Hall mobility and Hall carrier concentration values are obtained in presence o f the magnetic field, 
which means that different scattering mechanisms occur in semiconductor. The conductivity 
mobility and real carrier density values are calculated by applying a scattering factor r as follows:
N
^ V (eq. 25)
B  ~  B h  ^  ^  (eq. 26)
The mathematical application of the scattering factor is relatively simple, however, it presents a 
more complicated problem when it is approached analytically as the mechanisms involved depend 
on the specifications of the doping, magnetic field and temperature.
Hall scattering factor o f unity is used in the study for all conditions unless stated otherwise. The 
apparatus used to obtain the results for this thesis is shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43 top view of Hall Effeet tool
3.3.7 Sample Preparation
The methods below describe the sample preparation undertaken prior to the Hall measurement. The 
process begins with a three stage clean which consists of boiling the samples firstly in acetone at 
100°C for 5 minutes followed by repeating the process immediately in methanol at 100°C then 
soaking in isopropyl alcohol for 10 minutes. The process is complete after rinsing in DI water and 
drying with N2 gas.
33.7,1 Photolithography
The samples are rested on a hot plate at 100°C for 60 seconds for dehydration and then rested to 
bring them to room temperature. The positive resist (Shipley 81828) is then applied and the samples 
are spun at 5000 rpm for 60 seconds, to create a uniform resist (-2.8 p thick). The samples are then 
rested on a hot plate at 100°C for 70 seconds for soft bake to solidify the resist in order to avoid 
samples sticking to the mask. The samples are then exposed with UV light using Corporation Ultra p 
Line 7000 Series mask aligner through a mask with chromium Van der Pauw patterns. The samples 
are then submerged into Microposit MF 319 developing solution until the pattern is clearly visible 
and the exposed resist is dissolved. The samples are hard baked for 3 hours to improve adhering. The 
exposure and hard bake times were extended from 15 to 30 seconds and 30 minutes to 3 hours 
respectively. Consequently, the time required to develop the photoresist decreased from -35 sec to 
-15 sec and resulted in longer lasting mask during wet etching stage.
3,3,7,2 Etching
In order to isolate the VDP pattern the samples are submerged into a solution of (40%) Hydrogen 
Fluoride (HF), Nitric acid (HNO3) and De-ionized Water (DI H2 O) at 4 : 21 : 12.5 respective volume 
proportions. The photo resist etch rate is slower than that of silicon therefore the near surface region
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underneath the clover leaf pattern remains unaffected by the etch solution. The silicon around the 
clover leaf pattern is etched to a point beyond the p/n junction. This creates an electrically isolated 
clover leaf patterned mesa structure. The resist then is removed from the sample using acetone, 
rinsed in DI water and dried with N2  gas.
In order to ensure that required depth is achieved a test sample is used, where it is kept in etch 
solution until the mask begins to dissolve. Another test sample is submerged for half the time it takes 
to dissolve the mask and the depth is measured using Talystep. A 30 seconds etch creates an etch of 
-700 nm which is far beyond the implant profiles used in this study.
3.3.8 Differential Hall Profiling
This technique combines Van der Pauw method which determines the sheet resistance and Hall 
measurements which determines the Hall coefficient and allows measuring mobility and carrier 
concentration [97]. The sheet resistivity (Rs) and Hall Voltage (Vh) are measured successively after 
removing a silicon surface layer. These values are used to calculate carrier concentration and Hall 
mobility giving these sheet values as a function of depth. Once the Rs and Vh measurements are 
taken the surface layer is removed and the process is repeated again until the active layer is etched 
through. The sheet measurements can be differentiated to obtain carrier concentration per unit 
volume from the final depth measurement which is applied to the subsequent profile.
If a thickness ôx is removed layer, the conductivity of a removed layer <7 can be expressed as
â c
Where (Js ; is the difference in conductivity o f the sample before and after layer removal. The Hall 
coefficient of the removed layer can be expressed as [98]:
S H s é ‘ .
The Hall mobility (eq. 19) o f a removed layer can be expressed as:
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ju  ^ =RH s(j =
^ R H s a ) )
da
The carrier concentration of the removed layer can be then expressed as:
(T
efj,^ eâcâ{R H sâ^  ) (eq. 30)
The profile is obtained by repeated layer removal and electrical measurement until the active layer is 
etched through using native oxide etching process [96]. The sheet measurements are taken before 
and after each layer removal of a thickness where the sheet conductivity values are combined with 
removed layer thickness to obtain mobility and carrier concentration as a function of depth. The 
average value is defined by the difference in the two adjacent measurements.
The process begins with the resistivity measurement and followed by removal of the native oxide in 
buffered hydrofluoric acid etch solution (10:1 ammonium fluoride (NH4F) and 48% HF). 
Subsequently, new native oxide is grown on the surface as the sample is submerged into water. The 
thickness of the first removed layer is the thickness of the silicon consumed as a result of the 
oxidation during the growth of the second oxide rather than the thickness of the initially removed 
native oxide. The total thickness o f the removed layer is obtained by measuring the crater using 
Talystep. The measurement step height is input into and the values are recalculated based on the 
crater depth. The profiles in this study were obtained using an Accent HL5900 system (Figure 44).
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Figure 44 Inner view o f the Accent HL5900 Hall profiling system (the measurement is taken with the hood down)
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The sample is placed onto a sample holder (Figure 44), and secured using black wax. Then a layer of 
silicone rubber is applied around the VDP cloverleaf pattern and left to dry. The contacts are then 
painted from the eutectic (75.5% Ga and 24.5% In) contracts on the surface of the sample to the metal 
tracks of the sample holder (Figure 45) using conductive silver paint.
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Figure 45 Hall profiling system sample holder with sample coated with silicone rubber
The sample and the sample holder, except the central area of VDP pattern which is where layer 
removal takes place, are then coated with another layer of silicon rubber. Once dry the sample holder 
is inserted into the Hall profiling kit, which runs the following process sequence:
Resistivity and Hall coefficient measurement 
Oxide removal in buffered HF etching solution
- New oxide growth in water 
Rinse in isopropyl-alcohol
- Drying with air
The process is then repeated until the active region is etched through.
The uniformity of removed layer and repeatability of the technique and the profiling system used in 
this study have been experimentally shown to be reliable [98].
The difficulty with this technique is the carrier surface depletion effect. It occurs when carriers 
become trapped in states which do not contribute to conductivity of the active layer. This occurs due 
to Fermi level being pinned within the forbidden gap, where the depletion region width increases 
with decreasing carrier concentration. Yeo et al showed the effect of surface depletion [99]. As can 
be seen from Figure 46, measured carrier profile appears to be skewed compared to the real carrier 
profile.
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Figure 46 Real and apparent theoretical examples o f carrier profiles showing the effect o f surface depletion [98]
As mentioned earlier DHP technique can provide a useful insight into dopant activation after thermal 
processing when combined with SIMS profiles. Since the DHP measurements are taken in the 
presence of magnetic field which results in different carrier scattering compared to electric field the 
scattering factor has to be adjusted accordingly. The scattering factor is relatively simple to apply 
mathematically (section 3.3.6). However, when it is applied to real doping profiles analytically it 
becomes more difficult as it depends on convoluted scattering mechanisms, doping species and 
variations in potential due to different levels of doping concentration.
3.3.9 Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS)
Secondary ion mass spectrometry is a technique used to obtain the location of implanted dopants 
within the target material. It is extensively used in the semiconductor industry to acquire atomic 
concentrations as a function of depth. This technique can provide an insight into dopant diffusion 
after annealing.
The information is obtained by sputtering the surface of the target with a low energy primary beam 
so that nuclear stopping dominates over the electronic stopping. The incoming ion transfers its 
energy to the host atom causing recoil of a number of target atoms creating a collision cascade. This 
in turn can result in some of the target atoms obtaining enough energy to overcome the energy 
binding them to the surface. Given the right momentum and angle the particle can become sputtered 
[100]. The principles of SIMS technique are depicted in Figure 47.
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Figure 47 Schematic representation of the principle behind secondary ion mass spectrometry technique
The sputtered particles include molecules, molecular fragments, atomic clusters, atoms, electrons 
and photons. The majority of the sputtered particles are neutrally charged, however a small fraction, 
typically around 5%, become ionised. The probability of ionisation is a function o f the energy of 
incident ion, collision cross-section and ionisation potential of the target atoms. The yield depends 
on the choice of the primary beam ions [101]. The yield of negatively charged ions is increased by 
using caesium, where as oxygen is used to increase the yield of positively charged ions.
The SIMS technique can operate in static and dynamic modes. In static SIMS (SSIMS) it is possible 
to obtain information about the first few mono-layers of the target. This mode used for surface 
sensitive applications and can be viewed as a fundamental mode of SIMS operation, which produces 
no overlaps between ion impact zones. The dynamic SIMS (DSIMS) mode can be viewed as an 
extended SSIMS in terms of beam exposure time and ion dose. Both SSIMS and DSIMS modes can 
be used to obtain atomic depth profiles, with the DSIMS being more destructive to the sample.
The analysis is carried out in a high vacuum chamber, where the primary Cs^ or beam is used to 
sputter the surface of the sample. The beam is raster scanned over a square area, typically a few 
hundred microns per side. The sputtered secondary ions are accelerated away from the sample. They 
are accepted for analysis by a mass spectrometer (Figure 48).
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Figure 48 Schematic representation of The Cameca 6f SIMS tool
The concentration of an element is worked out from the product of the primary ion beam current and 
the concentration, sputter rate and ionization probability for that particular element.
The primary and secondary ion beam currents are measured whilst the sputter rates can be predicted 
using accurate theoretical models for a given configuration. It is not possible to determine an 
absolute concentration of an element from the measurement only; therefore the data is evaluated 
against a standard which contains known concentrations of that particular element.
This technique is error sensitive as variations in sputter rate and mixing of layers within material can 
result in incorrect depth distribution and element concentration respectively.
3.3.10 Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS)
This analytical technique is named after Ernest Rutherford, who was the first to suggest an atom as a 
small positive nucleus surrounded by negatively charged electrons while explaining scattering of 
alpha particle from thin gold film in backward direction (experimental results obtained by Geiger 
and Marsden). It allows obtaining a quantitative depth profile of dopants and impurities, crystallinity 
and thin film structures to a depth of ~2pm [102].
In this technique, the sample is bombarded with a beam of high energy particles. Helium particles of 
1.5 MeV energy were used in this work. The beam is directed at a target penetrates the target
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through inelastic collisions with electrons. Some of the incident atoms are backscattered from the 
nuclei o f the host atoms (Figure 49). The backscattered particles can exit the target losing their 
energy through inelastic collisions with electrons. The incident ion and target atom interactions can 
be described by two body collisions enabled through Coulomb repulsion. Particles scattered from 
below the surface lose energy at a measurable rate, therefore the depth and mass of the target atom 
can be determined, while the number of particles backscattered from any given element is 
proportional to element concentration [103].
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Figure 49 Schematic representation o f Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy, where an incident helium ion enters the 
target, backscatters out and gets detected
The RBS technique can be used to obtain information about the internal structure of single crystal 
material. In high quality crystal, when the beam enters the sample the first few atomic layers behave 
as an amorphous material. In perfect crystal, once the beam passes this surface region, it can channel 
along the crystallographic planes.
When ion “channels” through the material it is guided through rows and planes of atoms by a series 
of gentle collisions at small angles. Having a parallel alignment of the ion beam to single crystal 
lattice allows the incident beam to travel further into the target. In imperfect crystal and/or 
amorphous the probability of channelling is reduced.
The amount of backscattered particles in the case of perfect crystal will be reduced compared to 
imperfect crystal. Similarly, amount of backscattered particles will be increased if the orientation of 
the beam which is not aligned parallel to crystallographic planes (random). Figure 50 shows an 
example of collected channelled and random spectra in perfect and imperfect crystals.
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Figure 50 pictorial example o f an RBS spectra collected from silicon target using channelled and random orientation for perfect 
crystal (a) and imperfect crystal (b)
The difference between the minimum number of counts collected for channelled spectra and 
corresponding random spectra is used to determine the quality of crystal. The data points for this 
measurement must be taken behind the surface peak.
In order to improve the detector depth resolution the beam can be tilted at 45° angle to the target. 
When the beam is tilted, the ion path length is increased. This means that the beam travels through 
greater amount of material resulting in increased energy spread which provides better depth 
resolution.
The collected data is analysed using software called “Data Furnace” which uses simulated annealing 
algorithm [103], [104]. The energy of backscattered particles is translated into depth and mass of the 
target atom from which the amount of surface amorphisation and the composition of the target is 
established.
3.4 Experimental Errors
- Ion implantation
The B, Ge and BFi implants into Si and SOI were performed at Applied Materials with stated 
1% error.
The B and B 18H22 implants into Si and SiGe were performed at SemEquip with stated 1% error.
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- Rapid Thermal Processing
The actual temperature o f the annealer was determined by Hamilton et al using the solid phase 
epitaxial re-growth o f the amorphous silicon on crystalline silicon as a reference for temperature 
monitoring. Using a combination of experimental techniques and simulations it was possible to 
determine the expected and actual amount o f SPER after 570°C anneal for 54sec. They found 
that the remaining measured thickness of the re-grown layer was ~4nm less than what was 
expected. In order to account for this discrepancy it was found that the actual temperature should 
be about 563°C which corresponds to 1% error with this temperature range.
The consistency between anneal runs has been checked using sheet resistance measurements as a 
reference. Taking into account the error of on the thermocouple the annealer error can be 
approximated to be within ±1%. The details of error determination can be found in sections 3.2.1 
and 3.2.2.
The latter part of experimental work had been carried out on a newer RTF machine (Jipelec, 
Jetstar model). In order to make sure the consistency o f experimental data agreement between 
the two machines samples were processed on both machines at 750°C for 60sec. Table 3 
provides the summary of the experiment.
Sam ple 1 Sam ple 2 Sam ple 3 Sam ple 4 Sam ple 5
Implant species B B B 18H22 B B 18H22
Implant energy 500eV 500eV lOkeV 500eV lOkeV
Implant dose (cm'^) 1.2x10*" 1.2x10'" 1.2x10'" 1.2x10'" 1.2x10'"
Ge PAI energy n/a 5keV n/a n/a n/a
Ge PAI dose n/a IxIO*" cm'^ n/a n/a n/a
Substrate Si Si Si SiogGeo2 Sio8Geo2
Rs (D/D) Annealer I 2665 2320 1787 1915 992
Rs (D/D) Annealer 2 2586 2405 1810 1980 1065
Table 3 Sheet resistance values obtained to compare annealer compatibility
The results show that aimeals performed using annealer 2 (newer model) produce consistently 
higher sheet resistance (>5%). This can be attributed to different methods for measuring 
temperature used in both machines. The temperature measurement system of the older model 
uses a thermocouple attached to the bottom of the silicon support wafer using ceramic cement. 
The newer model uses a pyrometer which uses an optical system to focus thermal radiation onto
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a detector. Therefore, the actual temperature in the older model can be thought to be higher than 
measured since, some of the thermal energy is absorbed by the cement.
- Electrical Measurements
The electrical measurements were performed on Accent H15500 system. Smith [92] carried out a 
study using samples with low temperature fluctuations sensitivity and determined 4%, 4% and 
8% errors for sheet resistance, carrier concentration and mobility respectively.
- Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS)
Jeynes et al [102] reported ±2% error on RBS measurements carried out for this study.
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Chapter 4 Results and Discussion: 
Comparing Single B and Molecular BF2 Implants in Si and SOI 
4.1 Introduction
The objective of this chapter is a comparison between single B and molecular BF2  implants into Si 
and SOI with and without Ge pre-amorphisation for the purpose o f formation of p-type ultra-shallow 
junction (USJ’s) in the region o f source and drain extensions (SDE’s).
The main difficulty with these USJ’s is using low implant energies to match the productivity levels 
that the industry has become accustomed to. Whilst the energies are required to be low, the activated 
dopant concentration must be as high as possible in order to minimise the parasitic resistance. 
However, there is a limit to the number of active dopant atoms for a given volume o f silicon, 
therefore, resistivity can only be decreased by increasing the junction depth. This creates a trade off 
between sheet resistance and junction depth. The processes aimed at reducing junction depth, which 
include decreasing implant dose and energy as well as reducing thermal budget lead to degradation 
in terms of sheet resistance and vice versa. Therefore, achieving lowest possible sheet resistance for 
a given junction depth presents the main challenge.
As discussed in section 2.9.1.2. Hamilton et al [77] showed that positioning of the EOR defects band 
in close proximity to the buried oxide in SOI reduced the amount o f B deactivation [104] upon 
subsequent isochronal annealing, when single ion B implant is used. The experimental results in this 
chapter provide an insight into the effect of using BF2 species under similar conditions. The effects of 
the buried oxide (BOX) in SOI and the presence of fluorine are investigated in terms o f electrical 
behaviour of the dopant. The comparisons in this chapter are primarily made in terms the sheet 
resistance, the parameter which is of the most interest to the industry.
4.2 Isochronal anneal study: Comparing B and BF2  implants in bulk Si and SOI 
substrates
Experiments for this part of the study were performed on n-type <100> Cz bulk silicon wafers vnth a 
resistivity o f -10  O.cm, and on SOI wafers with a 145nm-thick buried oxide and a 55nm-thick p- 
type Si overlayer. The implantation of Ge (for PAI) has been performed using an Axcellis GSD 200 
implanter, while B and BF2  implants were made using Applied Materials Quantum Leap implanter.
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In all cases the B was implanted to the same dose, namely 2 x 10^  ^ cm'^. The energies of the
implants (500 eV for B and 2.2keV for B F j were chosen so that the peaks o f the B profiles occurred 
at the same depth for both the B and BF2  implants. When PAI were used this was carried out at 
20keV using 1 x 1 0 ^  Ge^ cm'^. The main focus of this study is oriented onto major trends in dopant 
behaviour, therefore results in subsequent sections do not take into account the difference in 
background doping between Si and SOI wafers as the implant doses in all cases are relatively high 
to show significant effects.
The rapid thermal processing (RTF) was performed using a Process Products Corporation 18 Lamp 
annealer. The samples were cleaved into 1 x 1 cm squares prior to annealing and cleaned using a 3 
stage clean. They were placed on to a silicon support wafer and annealed for 60s in the temperature
range 700° - 1000°C at a 50 °Csec'^ ramp up rate, in nitrogen ambient.
At the start o f each anneal the chamber was purged with nitrogen gas for two minutes. The results 
for sheet resistance, carrier concentration and mobility were obtained using Accent HL5500 Hall 
System.
The depth of the amorphous layer was analyzed using Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry 
(RBS) and ion channeling using 1.5MeV He^ beam. The spectra were analyzed using the IBA Data 
Furnace fitting code software developed at University of Surrey [103].
The SIMS was carried out at the ‘Centro per la Ricerca Scientifica e Tecnologica’ (ITC-irst) at 
MiNALab - Center for Materials and Microsystems - irst 
FBK - Fondazione Bruno Kessle , in Trento, Italy.
Implantation Conditions
The list o f implantation conditions for B and BF2 species implanted into Si and SOI is shown in 
Table 4.1.
Im plant D ose (cm'h Im plant Energy G e (PAI) D ose (cm'^) Ge (PAI) Energy Substrate
1 B 2x10^ 500eV 1 X 10^ ^ 20keV Bulk Si
2 B 2x10^ 500eV 1 X 10^^ 20keV SOI
3 BF2 2 x 1 0 ’^ 2.2keV 1 X 1 0 '^ 20keV Bulk Si
4 BF2 2x10^ 2.2keV 1 X 10^^ 20keV SOI
Table 4 Implantation conditions for thecomparison o f B and BF2 implants in bulk Si and SOI substrates. Isochronal study
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4.2.1 Electrical Measurements
In this section electrical results are shown and discussed in terms of comparison between single B 
and molecular BFiimplants in bulk Si and SOI with Ge pre-amorphisation after isochronal anneal.
4.2.1.1 Sheet Resistance
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Figure 51 Sheet resistanee obtained using Van der Pauw method for B 500eV 2xlO’  ^ em'  ^ implant with 20keV Ge 1x10^  ^ em'  ^ and 
Bp2 2.2keV 2xl0^^em'^ implant with 20keV Ge IxlO'^ em"^  in bulk Si and SOI after 60see anneal
Figure 51 shows sheet resistanee, obtained using Van der Pauw method, for B and BF2 speeies 
implanted into bulk Si and SOI with Ge pre-amorphisation after 60see anneal at temperatures 
ranging from 700 to 1000°C. The interconnecting lines between the data points here and further on 
are used to guide the eye.
The B implant into bulk silicon (black curve) shows sheet resistance of 779 0 /0  at 700°C which 
decreases slightly at 750°C and rises by roughly a factor of 2 at 800°C to 1480 0 /0 .  As the 
temperature is increased the Rs continues to rise to a peak value of 1622 0 /0  at 850°C and then
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decreases to 785 0 /0  at 900°C, further decreasing at higher temperatures. This sudden rise in Rs 
followed by rapid decrease is known as deactivation/reactivation trend or “Reverse annealing” 
effect. This has been discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.7. Such dopant behavior, at temperatures 
above 750°C, is consistent with results obtained by Cristiano et al [45] and Pawlak et al [46} who 
was the first to call it “Reverse annealing” effect. The effect can be explained by evolution and 
dissolution of EOR defects, where silicon self interstitials are released from the EOR defects migrate 
towards the surface, which is the nearest available sink, and on their way interact with the low 
energy B profile forming BlC’s. The result o f formation of BlC’s is increased value of Rs at 800 and 
850°C as B is deactivated by its incorporation into BlC’s. The BlC’s dissolve at temperatures above 
950°C and the B atoms so released become free to diffuse, hence a sudden decrease in Rs after the 
peak value at 850°C.
The B implant into SOI (red curve) shows a similar trend throughout the anneal profile. However, 
the resistivity is slightly higher at lower temperatures. This could be attributed to the confined space 
of the silicon over-layer in SOI material compared to bulk silicon. This result is in agreement with 
Saavedra et al [105],who reported that sheet resistance was higher in SOI after anneal at 825 °C in a 
nitrogen ambient using RTA for short times, and increased when B profile was positioned in close 
proximity to the BOX interface. In the region of highest resistivity values (800-850°C) observed for 
B in bulk Si, the SOI material shows lower resistivity (by about 200 Q/D), which suggests higher 
electrical activation in SOI material. This is in agreement with Hamilton et al [77,78], where it was 
shown that the buried oxide in SOI material acts as an alternative sink for silicon self interstitials.
For the BF2  implant into bulk Si (green curve in Figure 51) sheet resistance value shows 893 0 /0  at 
700°C. It decreases slightly to 888 0 /0  at 750°C, however, both o f these values are within 
experimental error and therefore can be said to be unchanged. At these temperatures the sheet 
resistance is higher than that o f B implants discussed previously. At 800 and 850°C the values 
observed for BF2  are 2.5 and 5 times lower compared to the respective B implants in silicon. The 
sheet resistance also remains lower at higher temperatures.
The deactivation observed for B implant appears suppressed when BF2 is used. These results are 
similar to those obtained when fluorine is co-implanted prior to B implant [106], where the fluorine 
profile was deeper that B. Here the suppression o f B transient enhanced diffusion was attributed to 
formation of vacaney-fluorine clusters which prevent silicon interstitials from interacting with the B 
profile [106]. J.Marcon et al [107] carried out a modeling/experimental study for 2.2keV BF2
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implants into crystalline silicon where they showed that the effects of fluorine could be explained by 
using vacaney-fluorine pairs which are responsible for the suppression of B diffusion.
Given that there are two F atoms per B atom and that the mass o f F is almost double the mass of B it 
is possible to assume that the fluorine distribution is deeper than B when a BF2 implant is used.
The BF2  implant into bulk Si shows consistently lower sheet resistance throughout the anneal 
temperature range compared to SOI material. It appears that the role o f the buried oxide in SOI for 
molecular BF2  implant has an opposite effect compared to B only implant in SOL The explanation 
for this behavior can be obtained by considering the fact that in SOI material the number o f silicon 
interstitials which reach the surface is reduced compared to bulk Si, since the BOX is acting like an 
additional sink as mentioned previously.
In pre-amorphised bulk Si, the number of Si interstitials which travels towards the surface is greater 
than in SOI. When BF2 is implanted into pre-amorphised silicon a certain number of F atoms is 
engaged in trapping silicon interstitials, which in the case of bulk Si will be higher than in the case of 
SOI. This implies that the number of F atoms which remains within the B profile is higher a higher 
number of F atoms which remains within the region o f B profile is higher in the SOI case. This 
implies that a higher number of F atoms could be engaged in interactions with B atoms effectively 
preventing them from becoming electrically active.
L. Robertson et al [108], carried out a study of junction depth reduction o f ion implanted B in silicon 
through fluorine ion implantation. They observed that B was conforming to F profiles after 
annealing. This finding did not necessarily indicate that F-B complexes were forming, however, it 
was apparent that the presence of F was strongly affecting B motion. They concluded that the 
chemical species effect of F on B TED was more complicated than the classical gettering or trapping 
of silicon self-interstitials. The study showed that F was interacting with B to reduce TED. The 
interactions could include F binding with interstitial B atoms and hence affecting B difftisivity by 
forming a B-F complex which could remain in interstitial position or capture a vacancy. J. M. 
Jacques et al [109] reported that B diffusion was enhanced in amorphous silicon in the presenee of 
fluorine, where G. Queirolo et al [110] reported that B and F snow-ploughed by the moving 
amorphous/erystalline interface during SPER and during implantation when BF2  was implanted at 
high ion doses eomparable to the ones used in this study. The baekground doping of the SOI 
substrate, which is p-type, could also contribute to higher sheet resistance as part o f the B profile is 
removed in terms of electrical carriers.
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H.-J. Li et a l{\\\]  reported higher B diffusion in SOI substrates, where B and BF2 were implanted 
with and without PAI and activated using spike anneal and Flash anneal. The enhanced diffusion in 
SOI was suggested to be due to pile-up of interstitials near the Si/SiOz interface.
4.2.1.2 Carrier concentration
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Figure 52 Carrier Concentration results for B SOOeV 2x10^  ^ cm'  ^ implant with 20keV Ge 1x10^  ^ cm'  ^ and BFz 2.2keV 2xl0'^cm' 
implant with 20keV Ge IxlO'^ cm'  ^ in hulk Si and SOI after 60sec anneal
The active carrier concentration on a log scale is shown in Figure 52. The values mirror the Rs 
results, where higher sheet resistance corresponds to lower carrier concentration and vice versa. 
Activation is higher for B implants until the point between 800 and 850°C, which is the point of 
highest difference between the B and BFi implants into silicon in terms of sheet resistance values.
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The lower activation for the BF2 implants at lower temperatures could be attributed B-F interaction 
as mentioned in the description of the sheet resistance trend in Figure 51. The BF2 implant into bulk 
silicon shows consistently higher sheet carrier concentration compared to SOL
4.2.1.3 Mobility
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Figure 53 Mobility results for B SOOeV 2x10^^ cm"^  implant with 20keV Ge IxlO'^ cm'  ^ and BF2  2.2keV 2 x l0 ’ c^m'  ^ implant with 
20keV Ge IxlO'^ cm'  ^ in bulk Si and SOI after 60sec anneal
Figure 53 shows a plot of Hall mobility versus anneal temperature for B and BF2 implants into Si 
and SOL The mobility for B implant in Si (black curve) decreases from 700 to 800°C followed by a 
gradual increase at 850°C which continues to increase at higher temperatures. This increase in 
mobility corresponds to the decrease in carrier concentration (Figure 52). The ionised impurity 
scattering is the primary mechanism, which affects mobility at room temperature, therefore higher 
number of electrically active dopant atoms results in lower mobility.
At temperatures above 850 °C the mobility continues to increase at a slower rate. This can be 
attributed to the diffusion and reactivation of the dopants, as seen from sheet resistance and carrier
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concentration results (Figure 51 and Figure 52).Both implants in SOI and bulk Si follow similar 
trends within the experimental error, where the BF% implant shows 2-3 times higher mobility values 
compared to B throughout the temperature range.
4.2.2 Summary
The study of deactivation of ultra shallow B and BF2  implants in Bulk Si and SOI with a pre- 
amorphising implant as a function of temperature suggests that for B deactivation is driven by 
formation of BlC’s which are formed by the interaction of B with silicon self interstitials released 
from the EOR defect band. The amount of deactivation for monomer B implant is reduced in SOI 
material, where the mechanism is that the BOX in SOI is acting as an alternative sink effectively 
reducing the population of interstitials which reaches the surface and interacts with B profile. For BF2 
implants, the formation of fluorine-vacancy clusters inhibits the diffusing interstitials from interacting 
with the B and so the BlC’s do not form and deactivation which takes place for B implants is not 
observed with increasing temperature. Suggested mechanism for this is the BOX in SOI acting like an 
extra sink for Si interstitials, which results in reduced net flux of interstitials towards B profile in the 
near surface region.
The presence of BOX for BF2  implant appears to produce an opposite effect compared to B implants 
in Si, where sheet resistance and carrier concentration are higher in bulk Si substrate. This can be 
explained by the reduced number of interstitials travelling towards the surface and consequent 
increased amount of fluorine atoms, which could be preventing boron activation by forming B-F 
complexes. Contributions to lower activation of the BF2 implant in SOI could also come from factors 
such as the background doping and quality of the BOX interface. Mobility results are 2-3 times 
higher for BF2  implants throughout the temperature range compared to B implants.
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4.3 Isothermal anneal study: Comparing B and BF2 implants in bulk Si and SOI 
substrates
4.3.1 Electrical Measurements
In this section electrical results are shown and discussed in terms of comparison between single B 
and molecular Bp2 implants in bulk Si and SOI with Ge pre-amorphisation after a range of isothermal 
anneals. The temperatures o f 750, 800 and 850°C were chosen in order to investigate B behaviour in 
the peak deactivation region observed in the isochronal study (section 4.1.1). This approach is used 
in order to account for the effect of time at temperature on dopant behaviour when the highest 
number of silicon interstitials released from the EOR defect band reaches the B profile.
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4.3.1.1 Sheet resistance, carrier concentration and mobility after isothermal anneal at 
750°C
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Figure 54 Sheet resistance (1 -a ), Carrier concentration (1-b) and Hall mobility (1-c) for B SOOeV 2xl0'^ cm'  ^ implant with 20keV Ge 
1x10^  ^ cm"^  and BFg 2.2keV 2xl0'^em'^ implant with 20keV Ge IxlO'^ cm'  ^ in bulk Si and SOI after anneal at 750°C (30- 
lOOOOsec)
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4.3.1.2 Sheet resistance, carrier concentration and mobility after isothermal anneal at 
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Figure 54 Sheet resistance (2 -a ), Carrier concentration (2-b) and Hall mobility (2-c) for B SOOeV 2 x l0 ’  ^cm'  ^ implant with 20keV Ge 
IxlO’  ^ cm'  ^and Bp2  2.2keV 2xl0'^cm'^ implant with 20keV Ge 1x10*  ^cm'  ^ in bulk Si and SOI after anneal at 800°C (lO-lOOOsec)
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4.3.1.3 Sheet resistance, carrier concentration and mobility after isothermal anneal at 
850T
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Figure 54 Sheet resistance (3 -a ), Carrier concentration (3-b) and Hall mobility (3-c) for B SOOeV 2 x l0 ’  ^ cm'  ^ implant with 20keV Ge 
IxlO’  ^ cm'  ^and BF2 2.2keV 2xl0'^cm‘^  implant with 20keV Ge IxlO’  ^ cm"^  in bulk Si and SOI after anneal at 850°C (3-300sec)
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Figure 54 shows sheet resistance, carrier concentration and Hall mobility for B and BF2  implants in 
Si and SOI which received Ge PAI and were aimealed at 750, 800 and 850°C for 30-10000, 10-1000 
and 3-300 seconds respectively. In Figure 54, the subscript 1,2 and 3 refers to 750, 800 and 850°C 
temperatures respectively, where letters a, b and c refer to correspondent sheet resistance, carrier 
concentration and mobility in that order.
Taking the sheet resistance of the B implant into bulk Si annealed at 750°C as benchmark to 
compare the rest of the implants. From Figure 54 1-a one can see that Rs stays roughly constant from 
between 10 and 30s. It begins to increase at longer anneal times and saturates after 3000s. The B 
implant in SOI closely follows the implant in Si, with the Rs values initially higher than in bulk Si, 
until it reaches the peak deactivation value at 1000s showing lower Rs compared to bulk Si 
thereafter. This is consistent with the isochronal study (Figure 51), where the SOI was showing 
lower Rs in the peak deactivation region also.
The BF2 implants follow a similar trend, where the Rs remains relatively constant until 500 sec, 
gradually decreasing thereafter. The isothermal results for the BF2 implant does not show signs of 
significant deactivation compared with single B implant, which indicates that F is preventing the Si 
interstitials from reaching and interacting with the B profile.
Looking at carrier concentration after anneal at 750°C (Figure 54 1-b). The results obtained for B 
implant in Si mirror the Rs decreasing following a steep gradient between 100 and 3000s saturating 
at longer aimeal times. The B implant in SOI shows lower carrier concentration initially coming to a 
similar with Si substrate value at 1000s and showing higher Ns thereafter. Both of the BF2  implants 
show relatively unchanging Ns initially, where it begins to increase slightly after 3000s. This is the 
region of peak deactivation point of B implant in Si which is associated with the highest number of 
Si interstitials interacting with B profile.
The mobility values for the B and BF2 samples annealed at 750°C are shown in Figure 54 1-c. The 
results obtained for B implant in Si show that mobility does not change until 500s point after which 
it begins to gradually increase. The mobility in SOI shows similar trend, where until 500s it stays 
roughly constant but slightly higher than in bulk increasing slightly at longer anneal times to values 
which are lower than in bulk Si at corresponding anneal times. This trend is consistent with Ns since 
SOI shows higher activation at longer anneal times; hence, the ionised impurity scattering is higher 
which results in lower mobility.
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The BF2  in bulk Si shows mobility which is 2 times higher at shorter anneal times which then 
increases reaching a value 3 times greater than B implant in Si at 10000s. Note that Ns for BF2 
implant does not show a significant increase, which means that the decrease in Rs occurs as a result 
of increase in mobility. Since the dominant mechanism which affects mobility at room temperature 
is the ionised impurity scattering this increase in mobility can be explained by B atoms activating 
within a larger volume of Si.
As mentioned earlier, it is possible to assume that interactions between B and F could also be taking 
place, where in the case of SOI the amount o f F atoms present within the B profile could be larger 
since the amount of F-Si interstitial interactions would be lower due the BOX effectively reducing 
the interstitial population which travels towards the surface (see Figure 55).
Figure 54 1-c shows in the peak deactivation region of B implant in Si and SOI (3000-10000s), 
mobility for BF2  implant in SOI is 1.5 - 2  times lower than in Si, whilst the Rs and Ns are relatively 
similar. This could be due to higher fraction of F present within B profile and consequent activation 
over a smaller volume of material compared to bulk Si. This hypothesis requires further 
investigation in order to rule out other factors such the difference in background doping and quality 
o f the Si/Si02 interface, where SIMS experiments were carried, however, it was not possible to 
obtain the results.
As the temperature is increased to 800°C, it takes 10 times less time for B implant in Si to reach the 
peak deactivation value in terms of Rs (Figure 54 2-a). The behaviour of the rest of the conditions is 
similar to that described for 750°C anneal except the difference between implants in Si and SOI in 
the region o f peak deactivation is increased for both implant B and BF2 species. This increase in 
difference between bulk Si and SOI substrates is also observed in terms o f Ns (Figure 54 2-b), which 
mirrors the Rs results. The mobility for B implants in bulk Si and SOI at 800°C shows similar values 
to 750°C. However, the mobility values, in the region which corresponds to peak deactivation, of 
BF2  in bulk Si and SOI at 800°C begin to saturate with values in bulk Si converging towards values 
in SOI (Figure 54 2-c). This convergence continues at 850°C (Figure 54 3-c).This saturation in 
mobility for BF2  implant in bulk Si with the increased thermal budget corresponds to the increase in 
Ns, which implies that the amount of active dopant within the same volume of material is increased.
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At 800 and 850°C temperatures, the amount of interstitials reaching the surface in the bulk Si case is 
higher, but the in the case o f SOI it can be assumed to be lower since the interstitials are much more 
mobile at these temperatures and therefore the number of interstitials reaching the BOX would be 
higher. The isochronal study showed that the effectiveness o f the BOX in SOI for reducing 
interstitial population was strongest at 800 and 850°C (section 4.1). Taking this into account, the 
saturation in mobility for BF2 implant in Si and increase in Ns observed over 800 and 850°C can be 
explained by considering a possibility where dopant activation for BF2  implant in Si could be 
increasing due to larger number of F atoms engaged in F-Si interactions and hence a higher 
probability of ionised impurity scattering. On the other hand, Rs, Ns and mobility for BF2 in SOI 
remain relatively unchanged. The mobility for BF2  in SOI saturates after time which corresponds to 
the peak deactivation. This implies that the volume of material, free from F, within which B is 
activating after BF2 implant is smaller in the SOI case and does not change, hence higher ionised 
impurity scattering.
The trends in Rs, between B and BF2  shown in Figure 54 2-a, closely resemble the results obtained 
by Cowem et al [69], where they used a 30keV Ge pre-amorphisation implant which was followed 
by lOkeV or and 22keV fluorine implants, co-implanted with 500eV B. They suggested that 
fluorine-vacancy clusters capture interstitials flowing from the EOR defect band towards the surface. 
This result can be used to support an assumption that after implantation o f BF2  molecule the fluorine 
profile extends deeper than B profile. However this assumption requires a confirmation using SIMS, 
in order to determine the relevant B and fluorine profiles. A possibility o f fluorine decorating the 
BOX interface requires investigation also.
It can be postulated that the presence of the fluorine in the BF2  implanted samples may inhibit BIG 
formation in a similar manner to that reported in [69]. It has been proposed that the fluorine- 
vacancy complexes effectively trap the interstitials migrating from the EOR defects band towards 
the silicon surface, where they interact with B profile and reduce activation by forming B lC’s. Thus 
for the BF2  implants show higher mobility as there could be less scattering centres. The beneficial 
effects of the SOI observed for B only implants are lost due to the effects of the fluorine. Further 
experiments are required to determine the electrical leakage of such samples and to further 
investigate the role of F in these samples. The Si/Si02 interface quality can also have an effect on B 
activation. The defects generated during SOI wafer fabrication in addition to ion implantation can 
contribute to lower activation in SOI. Investigation into these issues is beyond the scope of this 
thesis.
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4.3.2Theory
In the case of SOI there are two interstitial fluxes which emerge from the EOR defect band, one 
towards the surface and another towards the Si/SiO] interface. The 20keV Ge pre-amorphisng 
implant postions the EOR defect band in close proximity to the BOX, this accelerates the dissolution 
of the EOR defects which results in reduced (integrated with respect to time) fluence of interstitials 
in the direction of the dopant in the near surface region of Si. The schematic representation of the 
BF2 implant with 20keV Ge PAI into bulk Si and SOI is shown in Figure 55.
Flux of Si interstitials Flux of Si interstitials
Bulk Si SOI
y /
fBF2
-  t/ 1
During annealing
After annealing
Figure 55 schematic representation o f  the BF2 implant with 20keV  Ge PAI into bulk Si and SOI
As mentioned previously, the depth of EOR defect band after 20keV Ge PAI lies at around 40nm, 
which is around 15nm away from the BOX. The effect of the BOX is strongest when the defect band 
is placed in close proximity. This means that the number of interstitials which can reach the surface 
is reduced as the EOR defects band is positioned closer is to the BOX. As a result, the amount of F 
atoms not engaged in the process of trapping the Si interstitials is increased, which in turn increases 
the probability of F-B interactions. Figure 55 shows that volume of material, free o f F atoms, within 
which B is activated in SOI (b) is less than in bulk Si {a).
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4.3.3 Summary
The BOX interface in SOI appears to have a beneficial effect for B only implants as it reduces the 
amount of deactivation, as the BOX interface provides an alternative sink for interstitials migrating 
from the EOR defect band. Likewise, the presence of fluorine is postulated to suppress BlC’s 
formation by effectively trapping the silicon interstitials as they migrate towards the silicon surface. 
The effect of using the Bp2 species in combination with SOI results in higher sheet resistance 
compared to bulk Si, which can be attributed to B-F interactions the probability of which is higher in 
SOI, as the amount o f F atoms which is not engaged in the process of trapping o f Si interstitials is 
higher. The results suggest that as-implanted fluorine profile resides deeper than B profile after BF2 
implantation.
4.4 Isochronal anneal study. Comparing BF2  implants in bulk Si and SOI with 
and without PAI
In this section electrical results for BF2  implants in bulk Si and SOI with and without Ge pre- 
amorphisation after isochronal anneal. The dose of BF2  implants was chosen such that it causes self- 
amorphisation in order to investigate a possibility o f eliminating the Ge PAI step whilst maintaining 
the benefits of PAL
Implantation conditions
Implant Dose (cm'^ )
Implant
Energy Ge (PAI) Dose (cm'^ )
Ge(PAI)
Energy Substrate
1 BF2 2 x 1 0 '' SOOeV n/a n/a Bulk Si
2 BF2 2 x 1 0 " SOOeV n/a n/a SOI
3 BF2 2 x 1 0 " 2.2keV 2 x 1 0 " 20keV Bulk Si
4 BF2 2 x 1 0 " 2.2keV 2 x 1 0 " 20keV SOI
Table 5 implantation conditions o f  a Comparing BF2  implants in bulk Si and SOI with and without pre-amorphising implant
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4.4.1 Electrical Measurements
4.4.1.1 Sheet Resistance
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Figure 56 Van der Pauw resistivity for BF 2  2.2keV 2xl0'^  cm'^ implant with and without 20keVG e Ix lO ’  ^ cm'^ in bulk Si and SOI 
after 60sec anneal
Figure 56 shows isochronal sheet resistance following anneal temperatures between 600-1000°C for 
samples implanted with BF2 into bulk Si and SOI with and without PAI. The effect of using Ge PAI 
is clearly seen at lower temperatures (600-750°C). The samples with PAI show lower Rs in both 
substrates. The BF2 implant used in this study was found to be self-amorphising to a depth of 9nm 
using Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy.
The EOR defects in the PAI are located at a depth of around 40nm after 20keV Ge is used [78], 
which is much deeper than the peak of the 2.2keV BF2 implant (500eV B equivalent). Thus the B 
profile is totally contained within the amorphous region and is activated during SPER. The 
interstitials (located in the EOR defect band), in the PAI case, must travel a relatively long distance
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in order to reach the B profile. Due to temperature dependence of diffusion coefficient, the 
probability of interactions of silicon self-interstitials with boron profile is lower when low thermal 
budget is used. In the case of self-amorphising BF2  implant the EOR defect band is located in close 
proximity to the peak of the B profile and the tail part of the B profile is contained within the single 
crystal Si, as the dose in that region could be insufficient in order to cause amorphisation. Thus a 
fraction o f the tail part of B profile could be inactive as it is located outside the SPER region which 
can account for higher Rs at lower temperatures in samples which did not receive a PAI.
The BF2  implant in SOI with PAI, which shows lower Rs compared to non-PAl BF2 implant .in the 
lower temperature region (600-750°C),where it displays higher Rs compared to non-PAl from 800°C 
onwards. The 800-850°C temperatures are associated with the highest number o f silicon interstitials 
reaching the surface, since the peak deactivation of B implant with 20keV Ge PAI, shown in Figure 
51, occurs in that temperature region. Therefore, the hypothesis that since the SOI provides an 
additional sink for the Si interstitials, the amount of Si interstitials reaching the B profile is reduced, 
which implies that there are more F atoms present within the B profile. Thus the difference in Rs 
between PAI and non PAI BF2 implants in SOI can be attributed to the difference in the B fraction 
engaged in interactions with F. In the case of PAI and non PAI BF2  implants in bulk Si the 
alternative sink for the Si interstitials is absent, where from 800°C both implants in bulk Si follow 
the same trend, which indicates that in the presence o f F, the relative position of EOR defect band to 
the B profile does not affect the sheet resistance at higher temperatures.
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4.4.1.2 Carrier concentration
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Figure 57 Carrier Concentration results for BF 2 2 .2keV 2x10^^ cm'^ implant with and without 20keV Ge IxlO'^ cm'^ in bulk Si and 
SOI after 60sec anneal
The aerial carrier concentration for BF2 implants with and without PAI into Si and SOI, as a function 
of anneal temperature between 600-1000°C, is shown in Figure 57 on a log scale. The results show 
that dopants under PAI conditions display higher activation at lower anneal temperatures, with the 
highest values for pre-amorphised implants into bulk Si. After 800°C point, all conditions show a 
similar activation level except for BF2 implant with PAI in SOI which shows lowest activation level.
The self-amorphising BF2 implants without PAI show low Ns compared to PAI counterparts in the 
600-800°C temperature region. This can be explained, as suggested earlier, by a fraction of the tail 
of B profile being partially contained within crystalline silicon and hence outside of SPER region. 
The pre-amorphised implants show higher Ns as these implants are totally contained within the 
SPER region. The pre-amorphised implant into bulk silicon shows higher activation compared to 
SOI throughout the anneal profile.
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4.4.1.3 Mobility
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Figure 58 M obility results BFg 2.2keV 2xl0'^ em"  ^ implant with and without 20keV Ge 1x10^^ em'^ in bulk Si and SOI after 60sec  
anneal
Figure 58 shows mobility results for BF2 implants in bulk Si and SOI with and without PAI as a 
function of anneal temperature between 600-1000°C. At lower temperatures (600-700°C) mobility 
of implant which received PAI remains roughly constant, increases from 700-800°C saturating 
thereafter. Looking at non PAI implants only, both implants follow a similar trend, where implant 
into bulk Si shows consistently higher mobility values compared to SOL The difference between 
substrates decreases as the temperature increases, where after 800°C all conditions except for non- 
PAl implant in SOI saturate around similar value.
The mobility results for implants in SOI cross over between 800-850°C, where PAI condition shows
lower mobility at lower temperatures compared to non PAI and higher mobility at higher
temperatures. However, the values can be assumed to be within the experimental value. The non-
PAl implants into SOI show lower values throughout the temperature range compared to bulk Si.
This could be attributed to reduced availability of material in silicon over-layer thickness due to
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proximity o f Si/SiOi interface. This interface could be sinking the B atoms and possibly tying them 
in defect states at the Si/SiOi interface. The interface quality can affect the activation as it may 
contain additional defects, which can also contribute to lower activation observed in SOI [109].
4.4.2 Summary
The PAI technique, when used with BF2  implant species, shows lower resistivity and higher carrier 
concentration at lower anneal temperatures. The self-amorphising BF2  implant shows higher 
resistivity at lower anneal temperatures as the EOR defects band is located within the B profile, 
where tail part of the B fraction is not activated during SPER process as it probably remains in single 
crystal material after implantation. The implants in SOI generally show higher resistivity which 
could be due to higher concentration o f fluorine which could be interacting with boron, since the 
interstitial population reaching the surface region is reduced in SOI due to the presence of the BOX, 
hence the number fluorine atoms unengaged in interaction with Si interstitials is higher, which 
implies higher probability of B-F interactions.
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Chapter 5 Results and Discussion: Comparing Single B and Molecular 
BigHziImplants in Si and SiogGcoz 
5.1 Introduction
The results discussed in the previous section have shown that BF2  implants show significant 
improvement in terms of activation, where in fact these implant species are widely used in the 
industry in order to increase the productivity process. However, as the scaling continues maintaining 
the ITRS requirements o f sheet resistance of around 1000 ohms per square, which minimizes impact 
on drive current, becomes increasingly challenging for a given junction depth. The B implants with 
energies under 400eV are necessary to satisfy the requirements o f the 32nm node. The conventional 
implant tools do not have high enough throughput to maintain a commercially viable level of 
productivity to meet this requirement, particularly when it comes to energy contamination. The 
following section investigates the effect o f increasing the mass of the implant species by using 
octadedecaborane (B18H22) molecule as an alternative to BF2 . The electrical behavior of the implant 
species is examined in bulk Si and with the presence of compressive stress in Sio8Geo2  substrate. 
Firstly, B and B 18H22  implants are compared in bulk Si, followed by a comparison between B 
implant in bulk Si and Sio8Geo2 , where the discussion is brought to an end by comparing B and 
B 18H22 implants in Sio8Geo2 .
5.2 Isochronal anneal study: Comparing B and B 18H2 2 implants with and without 
Ge pre-amorphisation in bulk Silicon
Implants were performed at SemEquip using the Clusterlon® Source and ClusterBoron® implant 
species.
Implantation conditions
Implant Equivalent B dose (cm’^ )
Implant
Energy Ge (PAI) Dose (cm' )^ Ge (PAI) Energy Substrate
1 B 1.2x10*^ SOOeV n/a n/a Bulk Si
2 B 1.2x10^® SOOeV 5x10'^ SkeV Bulk Si
3 B 18H2 2 1 .2 x 1 0 '^ lOkeV n/a n/a Bulk Si
4 B 18H2 2 1 .2 x 1 0 '^ lOkeV 5x10^^ SkeV Bulk Si
Table 6 implantation conditions Comparing B and B 18H2 2  implants into Si and SiogGcoi with and without pre-amorphising implant
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5.2.1 Electrical Measurements: Comparing B and BigH]: implants in bulk Si
In order to investigate the effect of increasing the mass of the implanted molecule initial 
comparisons are made between B and B 18H22 in terms of electrical behavior. The discussion is then 
continued in a similar manner outlined previously, where the effect of PAI is considered.
5.2.1.1 Sheet resistance
Isochronal Sheet Resistance
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Figure 59 Van der Pauw resistivity results for B 500eV 1.2x10^^ cm'^ and B%gH2 2  lOkeV 1.2xl0'^ em'^ implants into bulk Si after 
60sec anneal in 600-900°C temperature range
Figure 59 shows sheet resistance results for B and B 18H22 implants into bulk Si. The Rs for the 
monomer B implant is decreasing with increased annealing temperature as expected. On the other 
hand the Rs for molecular B 18H22 implant stays roughly constant until 800°C after which it decreases 
from 850 to 900°C. The difference between the two implants can be explained by self-amorphising 
nature of the B 18H22 implant [112].
The self-amorphisation (which occurs when B 18H22 is used) allows the B atoms to become activated 
during the subsequent SPER process (during annealing), where the B implant does not cause 
amorphisation and is therefore effectively implanted into single crystalline material. As a result, 
thcBi8H22 implant shows higher activation at lower anneal temperatures. This could be due to the
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fact that the EOR defects are located in close proximity to the surface, which implies that a lower 
thermal budget is requires for their removal. The molecular implant is thermally stable throughout 
the temperature range with no signs of deactivation.
5.2.1.2 Carrier concentration
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Figure 60 Carrier Concentration results for B SOOeV I.2xl0'^  cm'^ and lOkeV 1.2x10^^ cm'^ implants into bulk Si after 60sec
anneal in 600-900°C  temperature range
The areal carrier concentration results for B and BigHizimplants in Si are shown in Figure 60. The 
Ns for monomer B implant is increasing with the anneal temperature and corresponds to decreasing 
Rs shown in Figure 59 as expected. The gradual increase in activation for the B implant can be 
attributed to the increase in thermal budget.
The B 18H22 implant shows gradual decrease until 750°C and rapid increase in carrier concentration 
from 800- 900°C. This indicates damage created by the self-amorphisng implant does not result in 
significant amount of interactions between silicon intersititals and boron atoms up on annealing. It is 
possible that the amount of Si self interstitials generated as a result o f self-amorphisation of this 
molecular implant is lower compared to conventional pre-amorphisation.. Consequently the amount 
of TED is lower and activation is higher. The mobility results for both of the implants are shown in 
the next sections, where these trends of dopant behaviour in Si are compared to implants with PAI.
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5.2.2Electrical Measurements: Comparing B and BigH2 2 implants with Ge pre- 
amorphisation in bulk silicon
Following from the previous seetion where improvements in terms of sheet resistance and activation 
were demonstrated for BigHiiimplant, which showed thermal stability across the anneal temperature 
range, this seetion investigates the effect of Ge PAI when it is used with self-amorphising molecular 
BigH22implant.
5.2,2.1 Sheet resistance
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Figure 61 Van der Pauw resistivity results for B SOOeV 1.2xI0'^ cm'^ and B,gH2 2  lOkeV 1.2x10'^ cm'^ implants into bulk Si with and 
without Ge SkeV 1 xlO^  ^cm‘^  pre-amorphising implant after 60see anneal in 600-900°C temperature range
Figure 61 shows Rs results for B and B 18H22 implants with and without PAI. The B implant shows 
high resistivity of 10890 0 /0 ,7226  0 /0  and 3720 0 /0  at 600°C, 650°C and 700°C respectively. 
These values are not shown in Figure 59 as they obscure the trends described below.
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The effect o f the PAI is clearly seen, the pre-amorphised B implant shows reduced Rs values at the 
lower temperatures followed by the deactivation/reactivation curve after 700°C, which is associated 
with the release o f Si interstitials from the EOR defect band and their subsequent interaction with B 
profile (described in section 2.7). The depth of the EOR defect band after 5keV Ge PAI is expected 
to lie at around 15nm, obtained from projected range calculations for 5keV Ge implant into Si using 
SRIM software, where SIMS data is in agreement with this result (discussed in section 5.2.3).
The peak deactivation region, for B preamorphised with 5keV Ge, occurs between 750-800°C, 
compared to samples which received 20keV Ge pre-amorphisation (Figure 51), where the 
deactivation region occurs at 800-850°C. This is likely to be due to lower PAI energy, 5keV 
compared to 20keV, as well as lower dose o f the implant. The lowering o f the PAI energy results in 
positioning the EOR defect closer to the B profile, where the extended defects generated for the 
5keV pre-amorphisng implant are smaller and less stable compared to the larger defects generated 
in 20keV case, therefore the deactivation occurs at lower temperature.
The PAI B 18H22 follows a similar trend to PAI B implant from 600-700°C with Rs values 
consistently higher until the Rs increases slightly at 750°C and gradually decays at 900°C. The 
lower level of deactivation of the pre-amorphised B 18H22 implant suggests that there may be fewer 
interactions between silicon interstitials and B profile compared to pre-amorphised single B implant.
The peak deactivation region at 750°C B implant with PAI is showing 40% higher Rs compared to 
B 18H2 2 with PAI, where both conditions gradually converge to similar values at 900°C. The result 
for B 18H2 2 implant only is in agreement with study undertaken by K. Funk et al who reported that 
‘reverse annealing” effect could be avoided when using a B 18H2 2 implant activated with fast ramp 
rate anneals above 800°C [112].
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5.2.2.2 Carrier concentration
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Figure 62 Carrier Concentration results for B 500eV 1 .2 x l0 ’  ^ em'^ and B 18H 2 2  lOkeV 1 .2 x l0 ’  ^ em"  ^ implants into bulk Si with and 
without Ge 5keV 1x10^^ cm'^ pre-amorphising implant after 60sec anneal in 600-900°C temperature range
The carrier concentration B and B 18H22 implants with and without PAI into Si arc shown in Figure 
62 on a log scale. The B implant with PAI is showing higher activation than B implant without PAI 
at lower temperatures (600-700°C) followed by deactivation/reactivation at higher temperatures. As 
described previously, this indicates the evolution of defects and subsequent release of silicon 
interstitials from EOR defect band which deactivate the B through formation of BIG’s. The B 18H22 
implant shows thermally stable electrical activity slight decrease in activation from 600-800°C 
where it increases at 800°C and comes to a similar value as B with PAI at 900°C which is also 
corroborated by the Rs data shown in Figure 61.
In the case of pre-amorphised B 18H22 implant the defects are located further away from the bottom 
part of the B profile compared to self-amorphising B 18H22 only implant. Therefore, the increase in 
the amount of electrically active dopant atoms at temperature range from 600-750°C for the pre-
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amorphised molecular implant could be attributed to the amorphisation level, which implies that a 
higher thermal budget would be required to drive B deactivation, where the nature of defects 
generated as a result of PAI and self-amorphisation could differ and account for the difference in 
activation as well. The subsequent decrease in carrier concentration for B 18H22 implant with PAI 
indieates that deactivation is caused by the interstitials which at higher temperature gain sufficient 
energy to reach the B profile. In the case of the B 18H22 implant only the EOR defect band is located 
just below the B profile, where the tail part of the profile could still remain within crystalline 
material and/or become tied up with the generated defects. This assumption is confirmed by 
comparing SIMS and Differential Hall results in section 5.4. Due to relatively small rate of change at 
whieh the amount of eleetrieally active atoms is deereasing with inereasing temperature it is possible 
to assume that there may be fewer interstitials generated as a result of the self-amorphising implant.
The monomer B implant with PAI reaches its lowest Ns value at 800°C point whieh corresponds to 
the highest Rs value. The molecular implant with PAI also reaches its lowest Ns value at this 
temperature, however, the amount of deaetivation is less pronouneed compared to monomer implant.
5.2.2.3 Mobility
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Figure 63 Mobility results for B SOOeV 1.2xl0'^ cm'^ and B,gH2 2  lOkeV 1 .2 x l0 ‘  ^ em'^ implants into bulk Si with and without Ge 
5keV 1.2x10'^ cm'^ pre-amorphising implant after 60sec anneal in 600-900°C temperature range
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Comparing mobility results (Figure 63), monomer B implant shows over 2-3 times higher mobility 
at lower temperatures (600-750°C) compared to the rest of the samples. The pre-amorphised B 
implant shows much lower mobility compared to that without PAI coming to a similar value from 
800-900°C.
The Rs of the B 18H22 implant (Figure 61) remains roughly constant until 800°C whilst Ns is 
decreasing slightly. This can only be possible if  the mobility is increasing, which is shown in Figure 
63. This increase in mobility could be due to slight deactivation which could be taking place due to 
close proximity of the EOR defect band to B profile.
The effect o f the PAI with B 18H22 implant is different compared to the B only implant. Both implants 
show a similar trend until 700°C with the Rs for molecular implant being slightly higher, Ns slightly 
lower and gradually increasing mobility. From 700-750°C the Rs increases with a lower rate of 
change compared to Ns, whilst the mobility is still increasing, which is more indicative o f profile 
diffusion rather than interstitials driven deactivation, as observed in the B with PAI case.
Referring back to the Rs results and taking the Rs for B implant with PAI as a reference (green curve 
in Figure 61), in order to compare the behaviour of dopant in the presence o f interstitials, one can 
observe that 600-650°C remains fiat, where as between 650-700°C the Rs begins to decrease. The 
Ns for B implant with PAI (green curve in Figure 62) is showing an increase in the same temperature 
region. The rate of change o f increase o f Ns is slightly higher compared to decrease o f Rs, which 
means that the mobility is also increasing, shown in Figure 63. This could indicate that the profile 
has diffused slightly due to interactions with interstitials located in close proximity to the profile. 
From 700 to 750°C the increase in Rs and decrease in Ns profile are showing deactivation whilst the 
mobility stays roughly constant.
At 750°C Rs reaches its peak value which stays roughly the same at 800°C also, the Ns continues to 
decrease to its lowest values at 800°C, however, the mobility between 750 and 800°C increases by a 
factor o f 2, which indicates that diffusion driven by Si interstitials here is quite rapid. In the region 
between 800 and 900°C the Rs is rapidly falling, the Ns is going up at a similar rate and mobility 
stays roughly constant. Such behaviour could be due to dissolution of BIC’s.
The self-amorphising B 18H22 implant shows a slightly decreasing and relatively stable Rs and Ns 
from 600-750°C compared to pre-amorphised B implant, whilst the mobility is increasing which 
could be due to damage reduction. In the peak deactivation region of 750-800°C for PAI B implant
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(green curve in Figure 61), the Rs for BigHiiimplant continues to decline until 850°C, where it 
begins to decrease more rapidly while mobility remains constant. From 850-900°C the Rs continues 
to go down, however the Ns is decreasing, with the increasing mobility this could be interpreted as 
faster diffusion. Within the context of the dynamics outlined in PAI B case this result suggests that 
deactivation driven by the interstitials generated during PAI appears to be absent even though the 
location of the EOR defect band of theBigHii implant is expected to be in closer proximity to the B 
profile.
5.2.3 SIMS
In order to further investigate the behaviour of B and its interactions with Si interstitials, 
temperatures of 750 and 800°C were chosen SIMS analysis, as they correspond to the peak 
deactivation region observed in terms of Rs and which is associated with the highest number of Si 
interstitials reaching the near surface region. The as-implanted profiles are discussed first, in order to 
establish the initial conditions prior to thermal processing. The profiles for B and BigH22 species 
with and without the PAI are shown in Figure 64.
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Figure 64 As-implanted SIMS profiles for B 500eV 1.2xl0'^ cm'^ and B,gH2 2  lOkeV 1.2xl0'^ cm'^ implants into bulk Si with and 
without Ge 5keV 1 .2 x l0 ’  ^ cm'^ pre-amorphising implant
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From the obtained results one can see that profiles differ noticeably. In order to verify the amount of 
dopant present the retained dose was calculated by integrating under the curves using Simpson’s rule 
o f integration method [113,114]. Table 7 provides a summary of calculated doses which was 
calculated excluding the first 3nm off the surface.
Im plant Substrate As-im planted A fter 750°C A fter 800°C
1 B Bulk Si 1.152 X 10^  ^cm'^ 1.104x10*’ cm " 1.044 X 10*’ cm"
2 B + PAI Bulk Si 1.14 x 10*’ cm‘^ 1.056 X 10*’ cm'" 8.4 X 10*" cm"
3 B18H22 Bulk Si 1.032 X 10*’ cm'" 6.48 X 10*" cm" 6.24 X 10*" cm"
4 B18H22+ PAI Bulk Si 1.008x10*’ cm" 6x10*" cm'" 5.4 X 10*" cm"
Table 7 Retained dose calculated from As-implanted, and annealed at 750 and 800®C SIMS profiles for B  SOOeV 1.2xl0'^ cm'^and 
BigH2 2  lOkeV 1.2x10'^ cm'^  implants into bulk Si with and without Ge 5keV 1 . 2 x 1 cm'^pre-amorphising implant
The single B implant showed that this condition resulted in roughly 96% o f the stated implant dose, 
where as B + PAI, B 18H2 2 and B 18H2 2 + PAI resulted in 95%, 86% and 84% retained dose 
respectively. Backscattering and sputtering of the target surface are the primary mechanisms which 
cause dopant loss during ion implantation [114]. The results show that molecular implants suffer 
fi-om these effects to a greater extent compared to monomer implant. Harris et al [115] reported 
similar findings, where B 18H2 2 implants showed less retained dose compared to monomer B.
The monomer B implant with PAI shows a more abrupt profile compared to non-PAI implant. 
However, the B 18H22 implant without PAI shows a more abrupt profile compared to its pre- 
amorphised counterpart, which is broader at the peak concentration. This result highlights the 
benefits of the pre-amorphising nature o f the implant which allows for SPER without an additional 
pre-amorphisation step. The pre-amorphised B i8H2 2 implant shows a broader profile within the peak 
region.
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Figure 65  SIMS profiles for B SOOeV 1.2x10'^ cm'^ implants into bulk Si, as-implanted and after 60sec anneal at 750°C and 800°C
Figure 65 shows SIMS profiles for as-implanted and after 60sec 750 and 800°C anneal B implant 
into B bulk Si. The results reveal that B redistributed during the annealing and some diffusion has 
occurred. The as-implanted B only implant shows junction depth of 20nm (measured at 3x10^^ cm'^), 
which is shifted to 23 and 28nm after 750 and 800°C anneal respectively. The retained dose for this 
implant was calculated to be 92% and 87% for samples annealed 750 and 800°C anneal respectively.
The B implant shows double peak in the near surface region after annealing at both 750 and 800°C 
temperatures. The concentration of the first peak at a depth of around Inm for the 800°C curve is 
slightly higher than 750°C, where as 800°C curve shows more diffusion in the tail region. These 
peaks can indicate that the dopant diffuses in both directions, where area of the peak located deeper 
(~4nm) is larger than the one near the surface.
These results provide a benchmark with which to compare the diffusion of molecular implants and 
implants into SiGe, which are discussed together with the electrical data in the next section.
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F igure 66SIM S profiles for B 18H2 2  lOkeV 1.2xl0'^ cm"  ^ implants into bulk Si, as-implanted and after 60sec anneal at 750°C and 
800°C
Figure 66 shows SIMS profiles for B 18H2 2 , as-implanted and after 60sec anneal at 750°C and 800°C 
in bulk Si. The molecular implant shows significant uphill diffusion as a result o f thermal 
processing. Integrating under the curve for both annealed samples showed roughly 50% retained 
dose (see table 7). The double peak in the near surface region of B implant (Figure 65), is not 
observed in this case.
The junction depth for the as-implanted profile occurs at 16nm, shifting to 18 and 25nm after 
annealing at 750 and 800°C respectively. These results show that molecular implant results in less 
diffusion, but suffers from a greater loss compared to monomer implant. The molecular implant 
shows lower Rs and shallower junction depth compared to single B implant.
The 750°C point corresponds to peak deactivation value observed for single B implant with PAI 
(Figure 61), which is associated with the highest number of Si interstitials interacting with B profile.
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Figure 67 SIMS profiles for B SOOeV 1 .2 x l0 ’  ^ cm'^ and BigHzz lOkeV 1.2xl0'^ cm'^ implants into bulk Si with and without Ge 5keV  
IxlO ’  ^ cm"^  pre-amorphising implant after 60sec anneal at 750°C
The behaviour of dopant at this point can be seen in Figure 67 which shows SIMS profiles for B and 
B 18H22 implants with and without PAI after 60sec anneal at 750°C.
Looking at the pre-amourphised B implant (green curve) one can see that there is a peak occurring 
around 15nm. This feature is typically associated with dopant behaviour where B decorates the EOR 
defects generated as a result of PAI after thermal processing, where this depth also corresponds to 
the calculated location o f the amorphous/crystalline interface after 5keV pre-amorphising implant 
using SRIM, mentioned in section 4.4.2.
The B 18H22 implant with PAI shows a less pronounced peak of higher concentration and at slightly 
shallower depth compared to pre-amorphised B implant. At this temperature the B, B + PAI, B 18H22 
and B 18H22 + PAI show 92% , 76%, 54% and 50% retained dose respectively. Borland et al reported 
lower retained dose for heavy mass implants including B 18H22 compared to monomer B implant
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when the dopant was activated using a spike anneal [116]. Regardless of the lower retained dose for 
the molecular implant, these results in conjunction with Rs and Ns results, shown earlier in Figure 61 
and Figure 62, indicate considerable improvement in dopant behaviour, as higher level of electrical 
activation plays a more significant role compared to the actual fraction of the dopant which remains 
in material after thermal processing.
As mentioned previously, the “kink” in a dopant profile close to the surface region signifies the 
boundary between the clustered and immobile high concentration peak of the profile and the active 
and mobile fraction of the B profile. The BisHu implant only shows a “kink” in the profile at about 
2e20 cm'^ which can be interpreted as higher electrical activation compared to single B implant, 
since concentration levels to the left and above the “kink” signify electrically inactive B which is 
engaged in BIC’s. The kink is not observed in the single B implant as the amount of BIC's at 750°C 
is expected to be lower compared to BigHii implant which positions the EOR defects closer to B 
profile.
The B 18H22 + PAI implant shows more diffusion compared to B 18H22 only. This is in agreement with 
the areal carrier concentration results for B 18H22 + PAI (Figure 61) which shows a higher value of Rs 
compared to non PAI molecular implant.
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Figure 68 SIMS profiles for B 500eV 1 .2 x l0 ’  ^ cm'^ and B|gH 2 2  lOkeV 1.2xl0'^ cm'^ implants into bulk Si with and without Ge 5keV  
IxlO'^ cm'^ pre-amorphising implant after 60sec anneal at 800°C
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Figure 68 shows SIMS profiles for B and BigHii implants into bulk Si with and without pre- 
amorphising implant after 60sec anneal at 800°C.At this temperature the peak at the assumed 
location of the BOR defect band (~15nm) observed in the previously in Figure 67 is no longer seen. 
The “kink” in B 18H22 only case is still present, where value o f B concentration is close to the one 
observed at 750°C (-2x10^° cm'^).
This finding supports the electrical results shown in Figure 61 of the B 18H22 implant which do not 
show significant change in Rs values, 1783 and 1743Q/D at 750 and 800°C respectively. It is 
possible that the nature of defects generated when PAI is used, differs from the ones created as a 
result o f self-amorphisation to the extent where the resultant defects which are generated do not form 
extended defects upon annealing. This finding is in agreement with S.Heo [117], who reported that 
the B 18H22 implant generates a smooth a/c interface in spite of self-amorphisation which generates 
excess interstitials.
In the case of B 18H22 implant, a fraction of boron atoms could remain in crystalline material below 
the a/c interface, and react with interstitials, effectively preventing some of the interstitial population 
from reaching the SPER region. The close proximity of the EOR defect band to the surface could 
also contribute to increase in B activation. Sharp et at [118] suggested that positioning the a/c 
interface close to the surface and within a high concentration of B retards the EOR formation due to 
a combination of two effects i) the silicon surface acting as an alternative sink for the interstitials ii) 
the EOR defect band also containing BIC’s rather than Si self-interstitials alone.
5.2.4 Summary
The electrical results combined with SIMS showed that the molecular B 18H22 implant shows 
significant improvements in terms o f activation and diffusion compared to single B implant. 
Although the molecular implant is showing greater uphill diffusion and loss, sheet resistance and 
junctions depth characteristics of this implant show thermal stability in terms of electrical activation. 
The B 18H22 implant shows shallower junctions after thermal processing compared to single B.
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5.3 Isochronal anneal study:
Comparing B and B18H2 2  implants in bulk Silicon in bulk Si and Sio8 Gco2
5.3.1 Electrical Measurements: Comparing single B implant in bulk Si and 
Sio8Ceo2 with and without Ge PAI
In this section the behaviour o f single B implant is compared between Si substrate, which was 
discussed previously, and SiogGeo2 , followed by comparisons between B and B 18H22  inSio8Gco2 , in 
terms electrical characteristics and dopant distribution after annealing.
The SiogGeo2 over-layer was measured to be 65nm using RBS, where data was analyzed using Data 
Furnace software [104].
Implantation conditions
Im plant E quivalent B dose (cm'^)
Im plant
E nergy Ge (PAI) D ose (cm'^) Ge (PA I) E nergy Substrate
1 B 1 .2 x 1 0 ’^ SOOeV n/a n/a Bulk Si
2 B 1 .2 x 1 0 '^ SOOeV 1x10^^ SkeV Bulk Si
3 B 1 .2 x 1 0 '^ SOOeV n/a n/a SiogGeo2
4 B 1 .2 x 1 0 '^ SOOeV 1x10'^ SkeV SiogGeo2
5 BigH22 1 .2 x 1 0 ’^ lOkeV n/a n/a SiogGeo2
6 B 18H22 1 .2 x 1 0 '^ lOkeV 1x10'^ SkeV SiogGeo2
Table 8 implantation conditions Comparing B and B 18H22 implants into Si and SiogGooz with and without pre-amorphising implant
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5.3.1.1 Sheet resistance
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Figure 69 Van der Pauw resistivity results for B SOOeV 1.2x10*^ cm'^ implants into bulk Si and Sio2Geog with and without Ge SkeV  
IxlO'^ cm'^ pre-amorphising implant after 60sec anneal in 600-900°C temperature range
Figure 69 shows a sheet resistance comparison between B implants with and without Ge PAI into 
bulk Si and SiGe with 20% Ge concentration. At first sight the difference between the substrates is 
clearly seen. The Rs for both non-PAI implants is monotonically decreasing with increasing 
temperature, where SiogGeo2 substrate shows 2-3 times lower Rs at lower temperatures coming to a 
similar value at 900°C.
The Ge pre-amorphised B implant into SiogGeoi does not show any significant deactivation at 750°C 
compared to the same implant in bulk Si. The resistivity does not show any considerable change 
until 900°C where it comes to a similar value with the rest of the conditions. Such result suggests 
that the behaviour of defects in SiGe is different compared to bulk Si, which could be due to the 
presence of compressive strain in the SiGe material. The process of defect evolution and dissolution 
and subsequent interactions of silicon interstitials with dopant which reduces the amount of
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electrically active B observed in bulk Si appears to be retarded when SiosGeo2 substrate is used, as 
the “reverse annealing” effect observed for PAI implant into bulk Si is virtually absent.
5.3.1.2 Carrier concentration
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Figure 70 Carrier Concentration results for B SOOeV 1.2x10^^ cm'^ implants into bulk Si and SiozGcogwith and without Ge SkeV  
IxlO'^ cm'^ pre-amorphising implant after 60sec anneal in 600-900°C temperature range
Figure 70 shows areal carrier concentration for monomer B implants with and without PAI on a log 
scale. The implant into SiGe substrate shows higher activation throughout the temperature range. 
These improvements in terms of activation could be attributed to the compressive strain present in 
SiogGeoi. Dunham et al [119] reported that B activation is increased in the presence of compressive 
strain. They also reported that B diffusion can be retarded by global strain. They used a combination 
of atomic models which allowed them to separate the global strain from the binding of B with Ge in 
the SiGe alloy in both substitutional and interstitial sites. They found that an increase in the 
segregation and activation in strained SiGe was primarily due to the effect of strain rather than 
binding with Ge atoms. They were also able to distinguish that a combination of local interstitial B 
and Ge repulsion, and global strain were the mechanisms responsible for retarding B diffusion 
(where it was possible to predict experimental results accurately with up to 50% Ge content).
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5.3 .1 .3  M o b ility
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Figure 71 M obility results for B SOOeV 1.2xl0'^ cm'^ implants into bulk Si and SioaGeog with and without Ge SkeV Ix lO ’  ^ cm'^ pre- 
amorphising implant after 60sec anneal in 600-900°C temperature range
Figure 71 shows mobility results for monomer B implants with and without PAI in Si and SiGe. The 
implants into SiGe show a relatively low mobility, where results obtained for non-PAI implant are 
slightly higher from 600-800°C and eoming to a similar value at 900°C. At 850°C a decrease in 
mobility is observed for implant which received PAI where as a non-PAI implant shows an increase. 
The PAI implant in SiGe shows an increase in activation at this point whilst the Rs remains 
relatively unchanged.
Several research groups reported higher mobility in SiGe as result of strain [120,121], however, the
mobility observed for B implant in bulk Si substrate is higher compared to SiGe, where as the
activation is lower. The mobility for monomer B only implant in SiGe remains roughly constant
throughout the temperature range, therefore the monotonically decreasing Rs is due to the increase in
Ns. This result implies that the effect of ionised impurity scattering is reduced in SiGe, or that as the
thermal budget is increased, the increase in mobility due to lattice repair is offset by the decrease in
mobility caused by the increase in Ns. Therefore the mobility remains roughly constant. Considering
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that ionised impurity scattering as a primary mechanism affecting mobility at room temperature it is 
possible to assume that the low mobility observed for pre-amorphised B implant in SiGe could be 
due to the dopant being contained within a smaller volume of material, which implies less diffusion 
compared to the B implant in Si. This assumption is confirmed by the SIMS .
5.3.2 SIMS
The as implanted profiles are discussed first by comparing the retained dose, abruptness and 
junctions depths of the relative implants.
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Figure 72 As-implanted SIMS profiles for B SOOeV 1.2x10’  ^ cm'^ implants into bulk Si and SiogGeo; with and without Ge SkeV  
IxlO'^ cm'^ pre-amorphising implant
Figure 72 shows as-implanted B profiles with and without Ge PAI in Si and SiogGeoi. One can see 
that both implants with and without Ge PAI in SiogGeoz show shallower profiles. The junction 
(measured at 3x10^^ cm'^) is located at 19 and 13nm for B and B with PAI in Si respectively, and 
similarly at 17 and 1 Inm for B and B with PAI in SiogGeoi, which shows an improvement in 
junction depth by 2nm for corresponding implants. The pre-amorphised B implant in SiogGeoi
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shows a more abrupt profile compared to the rest of the conditions. The calculated retained dose is 
shown in Table 8. The results show that as-implanted B profiles in SiGe are almost identical to 
respective profiles in bulk Si (Table 8).
Im plant Substrate A s-im planted After 750°C A fter 800°C
1 B Bulk Si 1.152 X 10^  ^cm'^ 1.104 X 10" cm'^ 1.044 X 10" cm'^
2 B + PAI Bulk Si 1.164 X 10^  ^cm'^ 1.056x 10" em'^ 8.4 X 10" cm'^
3 B SiGe 1.152x10" cm'^ 1.056 X 10" cm'^ 9.72  X 10" cm'^
4 B + PAI SiGe 1.164 X 10" cm'^ 9 x 1 0 "  cm'^ 7.42 X 10" cm-'
Table 8 Retained dose calculated from As-implanted, and annealed at 750 and 800°CSIMS profiles for B SOOeV 1.2x l0’  ^ cm"^  and 
BigH2 2  lOkeV 1.2xl0'^ cm'  ^ implants into SiogGeo2 with and without Ge SkeV 1x10^  ^cm"^  pre-amorphising implant
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Figure 73 SIMS profiles for B SOOeV 1.2x10’  ^ cm'  ^ implant into hulk Si and SiogGeo2 with and without Ge SkeV IxlO'^ cm'  ^ pre- 
amorphising implant after 60sec anneal at 7S0°C
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Figure 73 shows B implant with and without Ge PAI in bulk Si and SiogGeoi after 60s anneal at 
750°C. This temperature point corresponds to the highest Rs value for pre-amorphised B implant in 
Si (Figure 69). The peak at around 15nm which is observed for B implant 'with PAI in bulk Si (green 
curve), which corresponds to the EOR defect band is absent for the same implant in SiGe. The 
junction depth of B and B with PAI in Si occurs at 19 and 16nm in Si and SiGe substrates 
respectively.
The results suggest that compressive stress in SiGe not only reduces dopant diffusion but influences 
the formation and/or evolution of defects to an extent where defects are formed in a way which does 
not result in a significant EOR defect band or they are not formed at all. It is possible that Si self 
interstitials generated as a result o f implantation don not evolve into larger extended defects in SiGe 
as in Si due to reduced lattice constant.
The double peak, observed for B implant in Si, is also present SiGe. These peaks occur at shallower 
depths and at higher concentrations in SiGe compared Si, where the shapes in SiGe are narrower. 
These results indicate that up on annealing, SiGe prevents dopant movement in into the bulk of the 
substrate as well as towards surface.
The B implant vnth PAI shows a “kink”, which is above 1x10^® atoms/cm^ .This “kink” marks the 
border between the level of inactive and active B fractions. Since it is not possible to have a “kink” 
without the presence of interstitials which form BIC’s it could be possible that the compressive 
stress supports faster interstitial diffusion which results in BIC's rather than EOR defect band. The 
SiGe shows 4% and 13% reduction in retained dose compared to bulk Si, with values calculated to 
be 88% and 75% for B and B with PAI respectively.
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Figure 74 SIMS profiles for B SOOeV 1.2x10^^ cm'  ^ implant into bulk Si and SiogGeozwith and without Ge SkeV IxlO'^ cm'  ^ pre- 
amorphising implant after 60sec anneal at 800°C
Figure 74 shows SIMS profiles for B implant with and without PAI in Si and SiGe after 800°C 
anneal. The junction depth of B implant in SiGe, which at 800°C occurs at 2 Inm, has shifted by only 
Inm from the values measured at 750°C, compared to 5nm shift of the same implant between 750 
and 800°C observed in bulk Si. The B implant with PAI in SiGe shows virtually the same junction 
depth of 16nm at both 750 and 800°C temperatures, compared to 19 and 25nm in bulk Si 
respectively. However, the dose loss, at 800°C, has increased showing 87 and 70% in bulk Si to 81 
and 66% retained dose in SiGe for B and B with PAI respectively. The results show that 
compressive strain in SiGe promotes uphill diffusion to a higher degree compared to bulk Si.
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5.3.4 Summary
From obtained results it is clear that electrical characteristics of B implant are significantly improved 
in SiGe. The single B implant shows lower Rs and higher Ns in the presence of compressive stress. 
The B implant with PAI show no signs of deactivation in terms of Rs in SiGe compared to bulk Si. 
SIMS results show that B peak at the depth which corresponds to the location of the EOR defect 
band created as a result o f Ge PAI in bulk Si, is not observed in SiGe. However, pre-amorphised B 
implant shows a "kink" in a profile which occurs at high concentration (~ 1x10^® atoms/cm^) in the 
near surface region, which suggests that due to the presence of compressive stress and reduced 
lattice constant in SiGe, Si self interstitials diffuse faster without forming extended defects.
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5.4.1  Electrical Measurements: Comparing B  and BigHiiimplants with and 
without Ge pre-amorphisation in SiogGeoi
In this section, the effects of combining the benefits of BigHiz and SiGe, which were showed 
previously, are examined in terms of electrical behaviour and dopant distribution.
5.4.1.1 Sheet resistance
Isochronal Sheet Resistance
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Figure 75 Sheet Resistance results forB SOOeV 1.2xl0’  ^ cm'  ^ and B 18H2 2  lOkeV 1,2x10^^ cm'  ^ implants into bulk Si and SiozGco 
with and without Ge SkeV 1x10'  ^cm'  ^pre-amorphising implant after 60sec anneal in 600-900°C temperature range
The sheet resistance results for molecular implant B 18H22 compared to monomer B in SiogGeo2 with 
and without PAI are shown in Figure 75. The B only implant trend in SiGe is similar to that obtained 
in bulk silicon, however, the Rs values are lower throughout the anneal profile, ranging from 2-3 
times at lower temperatures (600-700°C) to about 10% at higher temperature. The B 18H22 implant 
shows a slight deactivation at 650°C following by steady Rs of roughly 1000 ohms/square until
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800°C and subsequently decreasing further at higher temperatures, showing consistently lower Rs 
compared to implants into bulk Si. Such result is quite a significant improvement in terms of sheet 
resistance as well as thermal stability o f the implant compared to the conditions discussed in the 
beginning of the results and discussion section.
The effect of PAI appears to be beneficial for both monomer and molecular implant species, 
however, the effect is much smaller for B 18H2 2 . The B implant with PAI is showing a slight 
deactivation at 700°C followed by a recovery in the 750-800°C. The pre-amorphisation for B 18H22 
implant results in more stability in terms of Rs compared to pre-amorphised B only implants. The 
compressive strain induced in SiGe layer appears to improve electrical characteristics in terms of 
thermal stability for both monomer and molecular types of implants with PAI, and molecular 
implant without PAI. Such improvement in electrical activation could be related to higher B 
solubility in SiGe compared to silicon due to strain compensation [119]. The theoretical calculations 
show that B incorporation into the lattice sites is more favorable under the influence of compressive 
strain [118], and this is observed in temperature depended carrier concentration curves shown below
5.4.1.2 Carrier concentration
Carrier Concentration
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Figure 76 Aerial carrier concentration results for B SOOeV 1.2x10'^ cm ‘^  and B 18H22 lOkeV 1.2x10'^ cm'^ implants into Sio2Geos with and without
Ge SkeV IxlO'^ cm ’  ^ pre-amorphising implant after 60sec anneal in 600-900°C temperature range
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Figure 76 shows carrier concentration results for B and B 18H22 implants with and without PAI in 
SiGe. From the obtained results one can see that the carrier concentration for B only implant in 
SiGe, compared to bulk silicon substrate (Figure 70) , is resembling a similar trend. The activation 
level of B and B 18H22 implants in SiGe is higher by an order o f magnitude at lower temperatures 
(600-700°C), and 2-3 times higher at higher temperatures. On the contrary, the pre-amorphised 
implants show different behaviour, where the deactivation/reactivation curve seen in bulk Si case, 
discussed in previous section, is reduced in SiGe.
Such results suggest that the process of defect evolution, dissolution and subsequent dopant 
deactivation observed in bulk Si is not seen in SiGe. The B 18H22 implant shows stability in terms of 
activation with an average of about 4el5 carriers/cm^ throughout the anneal profile. The carrier 
concentration results are in close agreement with those obtained by Bennett et al [122], who showed 
an increase in B activation in compressively strained Sio8Gco2 layer compared to bulk Si. They 
suggested that the effect of strain rather than SiGe composition is the dominant factor responsible for 
increase in dopant activation.
5.4.1.3 Mobility
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Figure 77 Mobility results for B 500eV 1.2x10'^ cm'  ^ and B,gH2 2  lOkeV 1.2xl0’  ^ cm‘^  implants into bulk Si and SioaGeog with and 
without Ge 5keV 1.2x10'^ cm'  ^ pre-amorphising implant after 60sec anneal in 600-900°C temperature range
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Figure 77 shows mobility results for B and B 18H22 implants in Si and SiGe. The most distinct feature 
of mobility results is that all conditions show relatively low standard deviation throughout the 
temperature range (2.2, 3.9, 3.7, 3.4 for B, B 18H2 2 , B 18H22 + PAI respectively). This indicates that 
diffusion in SiGe is reduced compared to Si. In this study, the mobility values are generally lower in 
SiGe compared to bulk Si due to higher activation. The single B implant shows highest mobility 
through the most part of the temperature range, where the carrier concentration for this implant, 
shown in Figure 76, is lowest.
5.4.2 SIMS
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Figure 78 As-implanted SIMS profiles for B 500eV 1.2xl0'^ em'  ^ and B 18H2 2  lOkeV 1.2x10'^ em'  ^ implants into SiogGeo2  with and 
without Ge 5keV IxlO'^ em"^  pre-amorphising implant
Figure 78 shows as-implanted SIMS profiles for B and B i8H2 2 implants inSio8Geo2 with and without 
pre-amorphising implant. The as-implanted profiles in Sio8Gco2 show a similar trend compared to 
implants in Si but shallower in all eases indicating the density of the substrate material.
Pre-amorphisation for monomer implants shows a sharper and more abrupt profile, where on the 
contrary the PAI with Bi8H2 2 implant shows deeper profile. This could be due to reduced rigidity of
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amorphous silicon compared to single erystal [123], whieh influenees dopant penetration of the 
moleeular implant. It is possibly that this effect becomes more apparent at higher energies as the 
implant energy of B 18H22 is much higher than B. The summary of ealculated doses is shown in Table
Im plant Substrate As-im planted A fter 750°C After 800°C
1 B SiGe 1.152 X  10^ ^ c m '^ 1.056 X  10"  c m '^ 9.72 X  10'^  c ra '^
2 B + PAI SiGe 1.164 X  10^ ^ c m '^ 9 x 10''* c m '^ 7.42 X  10' *  c m '"
3 B18H22 SiGe 1.056 X  10*^ c m '^ 6.24 X  10' *  c m '^ 4.2 X  10'*  c m ‘^
4 B18H22 + PAI SiGe 1.008 X  10" cm'^ 6 X  10'*  c m '^ 6 x 10'*  c m '^
Table 9 Retained dose calculated from As-implanted, and annealed at 750 and 800°CS1MS profiles for B SOOeV 1.2x10'^ cm'  ^ and 
B 18H2 2  lOkeV 1.2x10^^ cm'  ^ implants into SiogGeo2  with and without Ge SkeV IxlO’  ^cm'  ^ pre-amorphising implant
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Figure 79 SIMS profiles for B SOOeV 1.2x10^^ cm'  ^ implants into SiogGeo2 , as-implanted and after 60sec anneal at 7S0°C and 800°C
Figure 79 shows SIMS profiles for B implants into SiogGeo2 , as-implanted and after 60sec anneal at 
750°C and 800°C. This provides a summary of the B profiles in SiogGeo2 , whieh were discussed in 
comparison with implants in bulk Si in section 5.3.2, as a reminder in order to eontinue discussion 
by comparing these results with results obtained for BigH2 2 implants in SiogGeo2 . The junction depth 
of B implants in SiGe occurs at 19, 20 and 2 Inm compared to 20, 23 and 28nm in Si, for as-
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implanted, annealed at 750 and 800°C respectively. The retained dose for this implant was calculated 
to be 96, 88 and 81% compared to 96, 92 and 87% in bulk Si for as-implanted, annealed at 750°C 
and 800°C respectively.
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Figure 80 SIMS profiles for lOkeV 1.2x10^^ cm'  ^ implants into SiogGeo2 , as-implanted and after 60sec anneal at 750°C and
800°C
Figure 80 shows SIMS profiles for B 18H22 implant into SiGe, as-implanted and after annealing at 
750°C and 800°C respectively. As one can see the junction depth for this implant occurs at 13nm, 
where after 60sec anneal at 750°C the junction remains virtually at the same depth, shifting to 14nm 
at 800°C. However, the molecular implant shows reduction in retained dose amounting to 53 and 
35% for 750 and 800°C respectively. The molecular implant does not show a double peak in the near 
surface region which is shown in B implant in both Si (Figure 65) and SiGe (Figure 74). This could 
be due to lower retained dose of the molecular implant which does not reach the concentrations at 
which the double peak occurs (~ 3x10^^ cm’^ ); however the double peak could be an artefact o f the 
SIMS measurement itself.
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Figure 81 SIMS profiles for B SOOeV 1.2x10*^ cm‘^  and lOkeV 1.2xlO'^ cm'  ^ implants into SiosGeoa with and without Ge 5keV
1 x 1 cm'  ^ pre-amorphising implant after 60sec anneal at 750°C
Figure 81 shows SIMS profiles for B and B 18H22 implants with and without PAI after 60sec anneal 
at 750°C, which corresponds to the peak deactivation value for pre-amorphised B implant in bulk Si. 
The B implant with PAI in bulk Si showed a peak at around 15nm (which corresponds to the EOR 
defect), where B 18H22 implant showed a less pronounced peak at slightly shallower depth (Figure 
67). It appears that in SiGe this peak is absent for B 18H22 implant also, which shows improvement 
for both single B and molecular B 18H22 implants.
Another distinctive feature is that “kink” which marks the border between the level of active and 
inactive B fraction appears at 1x10^^, 4x10^^ and 2x10^° cm'^ for B with PAI, B 18H22 and B 18H22 
with PAI. This result can be used to support the higher electrical activity observed in terms of sheet 
resistance and carrier concentration in SiGe shown in Figures 75 and Figure 76 respectively.
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Figure 82 SIMS profiles for B SOOeV 1.2xl0’  ^ cm'  ^ and B,gH2 2  lOkeV 1.2xl0'^ cm'  ^ implants into SiogGeo2  with and without Ge 
5keV 1x10^  ^cm'  ^ pre-amorphising implant after 60sec anneal at 800°C
Figure 82 shows SIMS profiles for B 500eV and B 18H22 implants into Sio8Geo2 with and without Ge 
5keV 1.2el5pre-amorphising implant after 60sec anneal at 800°C. At this temperature, the pre- 
amorphised molecular implant appears to have diffused more but shows lower Rs (Figure 75) 
compared to non-PAl condition. The retained dose in this case was found to be 80, 67, 35 and 52% 
for B, B + PAI, B 18H22 and B 18H22 + PAI implants respectively. The pre-amorphising step prior to 
B 18H22 implant allows the dopant to diffuse deeper during annealing, where re-growth rate of SiGe 
compound could be slower than in Si. This results in higher retained compared B i8H22without PAI, 
which shows less diffusion but higher sheet resistance.
TEM 5.4.3
Transmission Electron Microscopy was carried out in order to investigate the defect density after 
annealing.
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Figure 83 C ro ss-section a l T E M  im a g e  o f  BigHgz lOkeV 1.2x10'^ cm’^  im plant into SiogGeoz: a -  a s-im p lan ted , b -  as-
im planted  (h igher m a g n ifica tio n ), c - after 6 0 s  750 °C  anneal
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Figure 83-a shows a larger scale image of the B 18H22 implant in SiGe before annealing whieh 
eonfirms the thickness of the SiGe layer to be ~ 65nm, where the border between Si and SiGe is 
clearly seen. Figure 83-b shows a closer view of the same sample which demonstrates the 
differences in uniformity of the B 18H22 implant, where the visible depth o f the implant varies from 4 
to 9nm. This implies that there can be variations in doping levels as tunetion o f depth, whieh eould 
affeet the electrical activity.
Figure 83-c is the image of the B 18H2 2 implant in SiGe after 60s anneal at 750°C whieh shows no 
visible EOR damage after SPER, even though the samples were annealing using an RTA system 
with a ramp rate o f 50°C/s. The absenee of the visible EOR defect band is consistent with the 
assumptions made when in discussion of the eleetrical results in section 5.4.1
5.4.4Summary
The SiGe substrate shows improved electrieal activation for B and B 18H22 implants, where both 
eonditions show thermal stability throughout the temperature range. The “kink” which marks the 
inactive and active B fractions occurs at high concentration levels, which could account for higher 
level o f activation in SiGe. The results obtained for pre-amorhised Bi8H22implants in SiGe show 
improvements in Rs and Ns the same implant without PAI, which suffers from higher loss up on 
annealing. Both of moleeular implants, with and without PAI, show improvement in terms of 
junction depth in SiGe compared to bulk Si substrate. TEM image shows uniformity variations with 
depth but no EOR defects after SPER.
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The summary of comparisons between junction depths and retained doses (expressed as a 
percentage), for as-implanted and annealed profiles in Si and SiosGeo2 , are shown in Table 10 and 
Table 11 respeetively.
Im plant Substrate As-im planted 750°C 800°C
B B u lk  S i 2 0 23 2 8
B + PAI B u lk  Si 13 19 2 5
B SiogGcoz 19 2 0 21
B +  PAI SiogGeoz 12 16 16
B 18H22 B u lk  Si 16 18 25
B 18H2 2  +  PAI B u lk  S i 17 2 2 30
B 18H2 2 SiogGeo2 14 15 16
BigH22 +  PAI SiogGcoi 16 17 19
Table 10 shows a summary o f  junction depths in (nm) for B and B 18H2 2  implants with and without PAI in bulk Si and SiogGcoz 
obtained from as-implanted, annealed at 750 and 800°C SIMS profiles
Im plant Substrate A s-im planted 750°C 800°C
B B u lk  Si 96% 92% 87%
B +  PAI B u lk  Si 95% 88% 7W%
B SiogGcoz 96% 8#% 81%
B +  PAI SiogGeo2 97% 75% 6#%
B 18H22 B u lk  S i 86% 54% 52%
B 18H2 2  +  PAI B u lk  S i 84% 50% 45%
B 18H2 2 SiogGeo2 88% 52% 35%
B 18H2 2  +  PAI SiogGco2 87% 50% 52%
Table 11 shows a summary retained doses (expressed as percentage) for B and B^H% implants with and without PAI in bulk Si and 
SiogGco2  obtained from as-implanted, annealed at 750 and 800°C SIMS profiles
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5.5 SIMS and Differential Hall measurements
In this section, carrier concentration as function of depth obtained using the Differential Hall 
technique is compared with SIMS results in order to compare the electrically active fraction of the 
dopant profile with atomic distribution of B and implants in Si and SiGe.
As mentioned previously in section 3.3.6 a scattering factor of unity is used in this study. The 
scattering factor depends on the type of substrate, temperature, the magnitude of the magnetic field 
used for measurements and on the carrier concentration of the sample. Mitchel et al [124] reported 
that in a presence of high magnetic field and for degenerately doped semiconductors a factor of unity 
can be used. The semiconductor becomes degenerately doped at level around 10^  ^atoms/cm^ [125], 
which is comparable to the levels used in this study. Romano et at provide comprehensive 
theoretical calculations on the matter of Hall scattering factor in SiGe [126].
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Figure 84 SIMS and Differential Hail profiles for B SOOeV 1.2xl0'^ cm' ,^ lOkeV 1 .2x l0‘  ^ cm'  ^ with and without Ge SkeV
IxlO'^ cm'  ^pre-amorphisation implants into SiogGeo2  after 60sec anneal at 750°C
Figure 84 shows Differential Hall profiles for B and BigH2 2 implant with and without Ge PAI into
SiogGeo2 after 60sec anneal at 750°C, these are compared to the SIMS results so that fractions of
electrically active and inactive B can be determined. It can be seen that the molecular implant
without PAI yields higher activation at the first few nanometres, however at around 6nm the level of
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activation suddenly drops to the level of monomer implant. This result can be used to support the 
assumption that a fraction of a lower portion of B profile, in the case of the self-amorphising BigHii 
implant, could be located within the crystalline material and hence outside the region where SPER 
occurs, which can be explained by uniformity variations observed in the TEM image in Figure
83.The Si interstitials located just below the a/c interface, could then interact with this B fraction to 
form BlC’s.
The B 18H22 with pre-amorphisation shows slightly higher activation but a broader profile, where 
does not show reduced activation at 7nm and in non-PAl case. The differential Hall profiles have not 
been corrected for surface depletion as provides an insight into molecular implant behaviour under 
PAI and non-PAl conditions.
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Figure 85 SIMS and Differential Hall profiles for B 500eV 1.2x10'^ cm'  ^and B]gH2 2  lOkeV 1.2x10^^ cm'  ^implants into SiogGeo2 after 
60sec anneal at 800°C
Figure 85 shows SIMS and Differential Hall profiles for B 500eV and B 18H22 implants into SiogGeo2 
after 60sec anneal at 800°C. With the increased thermal budget, the difference between the results 
for monomer and molecular implants is decreased. The B 18H22 implant again shows deactivation in 
the same region as discussed with respect to Figure 84. The level of activation remains higher for the 
molecular implant even though it has a lower retained dose. This result shows that the combination
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of molecular implant species and SiGe substrate could prove to be a viable choice for SDE 
manufacturing for the next generation of CMOS devices.
5.5.1 Summary
The differential Hall measurements showed that high level o f electrical activation in the near surface 
region can be achieved using a SiGe substrate in conjunction with a molecular implant. The results 
suggest that the self-amorphising nature of the B 18H22 implant may trap part of the implanted profile 
within the interstitial rich region that it produces. The level of electrical activation observed for 
molecular implant remains higher even though it shows a higher dose loss.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Further Work 
6.1 Conclusions
6.1.1 Introduction
The aim of this research is to compare alternative implantation species and substrates in order to deal 
with the challenges of manufacturing ultra-shallow and highly activated p-type source/drain 
extension regions for the next generation of CMOS devices. The ion implantation technique 
deployed for implementation o f these extensions inherits fundamental difficulties, specifically, 
Transient Enhanced Diffusion (TED) and B-lnterstitial Clusters (BIC’s), which enhance B diffusion 
and hinder the desired level of B activation required by the ITRS [8]. This work is a comparative 
study of the use of different implants in the form of BF2 and B 18H22 as an alternative to monomer B 
in conjunction with the use of different substrates namely Silicon-on-lnsulator (SOI) and Silicon- 
Germanium (SiGe).
The B channelling in single crystal material presents a fundamental problem of achieving ultra­
shallow and abrupt junctions. Pre-amorphisation implantation (PAI) technique is used to tackle this 
issue. This technique produces an amorphous layer in the near surface region in which the dopant 
species is subsequently implanted. The substrate is then subjected to thermal processing during 
which the amorphous layer re-grows into a near perfect crystal via a process known as Solid Phase 
Epitaxial Regrowth (SPER). The advantage of this approach is that B activation is increased as the 
dopant is incorporated into the lattice during SPER. However, as a result o f this technique a band of 
excess silicon interstitials known as the End-of-Range (EOR) defects remains below the former 
amorphous/crystalline interface after SPER.
During further thermal processing these interstitials agglomerate into extended defects which 
combine into clusters that turn into {113} defects and then into perfect and faulted dislocation loops. 
The silicon self-interstitials released as a result o f the evolution and dissolution o f these defects 
subsequently migrate into the bulk of the material and towards the surface where they can interact 
with the B profile causing TED and BIC’s. Any defects remaining in the material can retard the 
junction performance by acting as conduction paths which can cause excessive leakage current.
Attempts to eliminate these detrimental effects associated with PAI include, co-implantation of 
additional species such as fluorine and/or carbon, and techniques such as vacancy engineering which 
showed improvements in B activation and diffusion. The various thermal processing schemes which 
include spike and laser annealing are also used. Alternative implant species and/or substrates are
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currently under investigation as a possible solution for fabrication of s/d extensions for future 
generations of devices.
6.1.2 Effect of Fluorine on Boron Activation in Si and SOI
The BOX interface in SOI appears to have a beneficial effect for B only implants as it reduces the 
amount o f deactivation observed after subsequent annealing in the peak deactivation region. This is 
thought to be due to the BOX interface providing an alternative sink for interstitials migrating from 
the EOR defect band. Likewise, the presence o f fluorine is postulated to suppress BIC’s formation 
by effectively trapping the silicon interstitials as they migrate towards the silicon surface.
The main outcomes of this part of the work are as follows:
- An investigation o f the effect of fluorine on B activation/deactivation in a form of molecular 
implant, namely BF2 , into both bulk Si and SOI substrates. This work showed that the 
presence of the fluorine in the BF2  implanted samples appears to retard the B deactivation 
driven by Si interstitials released from EOR defect band during thermal processing. These 
results are similar to those obtained by Cowem et. al [68], where it has been shown that the 
fluorine-vacancy complexes effectively trap the interstitials migrating from the EOR defects 
band towards the silicon surface.
- The BF2 implants into SOI showed that the beneficial effects of the buried oxide observed for 
B only implants are not observed due to the presence of fluorine. This could be due to higher 
number o f F atoms in the SOI case, which could be interacting with B profile as the amount 
of silicon interstitials reaching the surface and consequently interacting with F atoms is 
reduced in SOI material. Other factors, such as the quality o f the SEO2  interface and 
background doping could contribute to lower B activation in SOI when F is present. The 
BF2 implants show 2-3 times higher mobility compared to B.
6.1.3 Effect of using a larger molecule namely Bi8H2 2as an alternative to BF2  
implanted into bulk silicon
When the B 18H22 molecule is used it is possible to deliver 18 times more B atoms to the target 
compared to monomer B implant. This implant allows for a more precise angle control as the beam 
is run at higher energies making it less venerable to angle variations caused by beam “blow up” [87].
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Low energy implants at commercially sensible levels of throughput are achievable without the used 
of “decal” mode o f operation.
The main outcomes of this part of the study include:
- The B 18H22  implant shows much lower sheet resistance and higher activation in silicon 
compared to monomer B implant due to its self-amorphising nature. This implant shows no 
signs o f deactivation and shows no significant variation in terms of sheet resistance 
throughout the temperature range. This molecular implant allows eliminating B channelling 
and activation via SPER, without an additional PAI step. The behaviour of the EOR defects 
differs fi-om when PAI step is used. The EOR defects band is located closer to the surface, 
therefore a lower thermal budget is required to remove it. It is possible that the amount o f 
interstitials generated as a result of self-amorphisation is lower compared to conventional 
P A I, which reduces TED and BIC’s.
- The pre-amorphisation technique when used with B 18H22 shows further improvements in 
terms of electrical activation. Both conditions show stability at lower anneal temperatures 
compared with monomer B implants. The “reverse annealing” effect, which is observed for 
monomer B case is greatly reduced for B 18H22 implant.
6.1.4 Effect of using SiogGcoi substrate implanted with B and B 18H22
- The monomer B implant into a silicon-germanium compound shows significant improvement 
in terms of activation compared to bulk Si, which could be due to the presence of the 
compressive stress. The pre-amorphisation technique when used with monomer B implant 
shows further increase in activation.
- Further improvements in terms of activation are observed for B 18H2 2  implants in SiGe, where 
samples which received PAI show the highest activation in the peak deactivation region (at 
750°C). It can be postulated that the compressive strain, present in silicon-germanium 
material, promotes higher dopant incorporation and activation. It is possible that generation 
and/or formation of larger extended at the EOR is retarded in SiGe due to reduced lattice 
constant.
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SIMS results show that B diffusion is suppressed in SiGe, however, retained dose in this 
material is lower compared to bulk Si.
- TEM shows no EOR defects after SPER.
The results in this work have shown that B 18H22 molecular implant into SiGe could prove to be a 
viable choice for source/drain extension manufacturing. This combination shows stability in terms 
of sheet resistance at temperatures where conventional B implant shows deactivation, and even 
though it suffers from dose loss to a greater extent compared to conventional monomer B implant 
into bulk Si, it shows higher electrical activation. The retained dose for the molecular implant could 
be increased by advanced annealing schemes as the thermal processing technique in this study was 
chosen in order to investigate the migration and interaction of Si self-interstitials with the B profile.
6.2 Further Work
The main aim in this comparative study is to provide an overview of implantation species and 
substrates for fabrication of highly active and ultra-shallow p-type source/drain extensions. A further 
investigation of the findings within this work can take several directions.
The effect of fluorine in SOI could be further investigated by varying the silicon over-layer 
thicknesses in order to establish how the proximity of the buried oxide influences fluorine interaction 
with migrating silicon interstitials. Also location of the fluorine relative to the B profile after 
implantation and after annealing could provide important information to help in understanding the 
mechanisms responsible for electrical results obtained in this study, which can provide a possibility 
of obtaining optimum implant conditions to fit a specific requirement.
The effect of compressive strain on B activation requires an investigation through experimenting 
with different Ge concentrations in SiGe compound as well as different depths o f SiGe over-layers 
and hence magnitudes of compressive strain in order to establish the threshold point which allows to 
achieve highest electrical activation and shallowest junction possible. The Raman spectroscopy 
measurements could be used to provide information about the effect o f local stress and damage of 
the molecular implants in order to understand the defect formation in different proportions o f Ge in 
SiGe substrates and B 18H22 implants. An investigation into the effect of hydrogen on defect 
formation and dopant activation in B 18H22 implants could provide further insights.
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